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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE REVIEW
1.1

Introduction
Metal roofs have always been popular in metal buildings and on single

story nonresidential buildings, but recently they have begun to gain popularity in
conventional construction. There are several reasons for this shift in industry and
the market, but the two most important are that metal roofs can provide wellfunctioning and aesthetically-satisfying results. To establish this new market, the
roofing industry has to overcome the stereotype of a metal roof being apt to
corrode, Ieak and be aesthetically unpleasant [1]. Today, metal roofs are being

specified for their beauty and durability.
These metal roofs can be classified into three categories:

through-

fastened or conventional roofs; architectural standing seam roofs; and structural

standing seam roofs.
The through-fastened or conventional roofs are most commonly used in
metal buildings. ln these systems, a roof panel is attached to the top flange of

each purlin throughout its length. This panel usually provides enough stiffness to
prevent the relative movement of the purlins with respect to each other, thus
making the system act as a structural diaphragm and providing the joist or purlin
full lateral support. This situation will only permit the cross section to behave

under constrained bending, therefore allowing the use of simple stress and

deflection equations when predicting its behavior (see Figure 1.1). Most design
problems have been resolved in ordinary applications of the through-fastened or
conventional roof systems. Some of the reasons for selecting a through-fastened
roof system include [1]:

1
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Figure 1.1 Constrained Bending
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1.

Well-established system

2.

Light weight

3.

Flelatively inexpensive

4.

Easy to install

5.

Low maintenance

6.

Proven performance

°

The structural standing seam metal roof system, which is the focus of this
thesis, is relatively new compared to the through-fastened roof system. In a
standing seam system, the panels are attached to clips and the clips attached to
the top flange of the joist or purlin. The geometry of the connection is such that
relative movement of the purlins with respect to each other is permitted. In this

system, the diaphragm capacity is much less because there is no physical
connection between the panels unlike the through—fastened system, however the
panels will still provide some degree of lateral restraint. For this reason, the cross-

section of the purlin or joist will not be under constrained bending, or
unconstrained bending, but instead under a more complex situation, partially
constrained bending (see Figure 1.2).
The behavior of the system, therefore, lies in between the two extremes of
constrained bending (full lateral support, Figure 1.1) and the 1986 AISI
Specification for lateral torsional buckling (no lateral support, see Figure 1.3). As

a result of this situation, the design considerations and mechanics for a standing
seam roof system will be more complex than those of through-fastened roofs.

Complexity will also be magnified in the installation of the system due to the
newness and number of elements that have to be synchronized in order for the
system to act as it was intended to [1]. lf the system does not act as it was
intended to, the performance and its consequences will be disastrous.
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Load vs. Deflectlon for Different Systems
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Common reasons for specifying a standing seam system include [1]:
1.

Factory-caulked side seams above the drainage plane (less sidelap

leak susceptibility)
2.

Thermal movement accommodation in expansive roofs

3.

Greater adaptability to more sophisticated insulation systems

4.
5.

Light weight
Reduced maintenance

6.

Aesthetically pleasing

Some of the disadvantages include [1]:

~
'

/·

1.2

1.

Costly

2.

Expansion and contraction have to be considered because of

thermalvariationofmetal

3.

lf a leak develops, it can be very difficult to locate it

4.

Qualified experience installers are hard to find

Scope of Research

The Z-shaped purlins used to support standing seam roof systems are
cold-formed, relatively thin, light weight sections. Because of their unsymmetrical
shape, Z—purlins are loaded obliquely to their principal axes when the line of action
of the applied load is in the plane of the web, thus, they tend to deflect
perpendicular to, as well as, in the plane of the loading. ln addition, if the Ioads
are applied eccentrically or if the purlin is restrained at only one flange, torsional

moments are induced causing the purlin to twist around its longitudinal axis. The
combination of lateral movement and tvvisting is known to be detrimental to the
load carrying capacity of the member [3].

7
Results of twelve single and three span continuous tests showed that the
flexural failure Ioads of the tested two purlin line systems were only 40 to 80
percent of the failure Ioads predicted using the flexural strength provisions of the
1986 AISI Specification, assuming constrained bending.
Apparently, in industry there is a wide range of different approaches in
determining the strength of standing seam roof systems.

Some designers

assume that friction and draping at the clips will provide full lateral support to
the system, therefore the condition in Figure 1.1 is used to predict the system’s
behavior. This approach is unconsenrative because standing seam roof system

strength is significantly less. Other designers brace the purlins but use the
total length as the unbraced length. This approach will be oonservative and the
member will be overdesigned. Due to the lack of consistency among designers
and of a method to predict the strength of Z-purlin supported standing seam
roof systems, this project was proposed to and approved by MBMA (Metal
Building Manufacturers Association).

The purpose of this study is to do

an analytical analysis of the system, determine which factors have an impact
on the system’s strength, and verify the design procedure with several full scale
tests.
1.3 Review of Previous Research
The only previous research done on standing seam roof systems is
reported by Rivard and Murray [2]. The primary purpose of this project was to

verify current design equations for predicting anchorage forces in cold·formed Zpurlin supported standing seam roof systems. Even though strength was not the
primary focus of the report, the experimental failure loads are available and will be
very valuable in the analytical stage of this project.

1
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A total of twelve standing seam tests were conducted: six single span
tests and six three-continuous span tests. ln addition, one conventional (throughfastened) single span test was conducted for comparison purposes. Span
lengths were nominally 20 ft. for the single span tests and 23 ft. for the continuous
span tests. In all tests, 8 in. deep Z-purlins with top flanges facing in the same
direction were used. Three anchorage brace configurations were used, one with
each roof system configuration for each span configuration. Table 1.1 gives the

complete test matrix. Test designations are to be interpreted as follows: P1 /2-R1 indicates pan #1 type panel (P1), two purlin lines (/2), anchorage braces at
rafters (-R), single span (-1) and R2/2-M-3 indicates Rib #2 type panel (R2), two
purlin lines (/2), anchorage braces at midspan (-M), three continuous spans (-3).
Results include comparisons of predicted and measured anchorage forces,
predicted and experimental failure Ioads, system restraint forces and diaphragm

strengths.
1.4 Overview of Research
ln the following chapters of this thesis, four approaches to predict the
failure load (strength) of a Z-purlin supported standing seam system under gravity
Ioads were developed and evaluated. The first approach consists in using the
Lateral Buckling Strength provisions of the 1986 AlSl Specification. This method
will be used as a starter in determining the lateral support capacity of the standing
seam panels. The basis for the second method, deflection correlation, is that it
ultimateload
from the tests in Table 1.1 that the deflection of any system at
appears
is the same. Using this criterion, the predicted failure load for a standing

:

seam system would be the product of the failure load calculated for the system

:

using the local buckling provisions of the 1986 AISI Specification and the ratio of

E

the stiffness of the standing seam system to the stiffness of the system assuming·

I
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TABLE 1.1

I

Q

AVAILABLE DATA FROM PREVIOUS PROJECT

Braoing Conliguratlon
Test No.

Span(s)
(tt)

Panel
Type

Rafter
Brace
X

P1 /2-R-1
P1 /2-T—1

20.0

Pan

20.0

Pan

P1 /2-M·1

20.0

Pan

P2/2-R·1

20.0

Rib

R2/2-T-1

20.0

Rib

R2/2-M-1

20.0

Rib

P2 /2-R-3

3@23.0

Pan

P2 / 2-T-3

3@23.0

Pan

P2/2-M-3

3@23.0

Pan

R3/2-R—3

3@23.0

Rib

R3/2-T-3

3@23.0

Rib

R3/2-M—3

3@23.0

Rib

Third

Point
Braces

Mid-Span
Braces

Failure
Load
(PLF)

59.5
141.0

X
X

138.3
85.8

X

155.1

X
X
X

160.1
99.5

207.1

X
X

154.0

85.1

X
X

175.5
X

I37.7

E
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it behaves as a through—fastened system. A mathematical model was developed
to not only predict the stiffness of a standing seam system, but also to study the

system’s behavior. The third approach, stress correlation, predicts the failure
load of a standing seam system by scaling the actual stresses of the crosssection using the stresses calculated from the allowable flexural capacity of the
cross section, which are based on the local buckling provisions of the 1986 AISI
Specification. The mathematical model developed for the second approach, was
used to calculate the maximum stresses on the cross section based on the
maximum moments. The last approach is referred to as the base test method.
This method predicts the failure load of a multiple span standing seam system by
scaling the ultimate load of a corresponding single span test. A more complete
discussion and explanation on each method is presented in Chapter ll.
Each one of these approaches was evaluated not only to determine their
accuracy, but also their feasibility. The data from the previous project (Table 1.1)
and a series of full scale tests (Table 3.6) were used in the evaluation. ln Chapter
lll, the results and conclusions from each evaluation are discussed and an

approach to predict the strength of standing seam systems is recommended.
Chapter IV explains the recommended approach in more detail and
Chapter V summarizes the project and makes some recommendations on the
method selected and needed research.
Sample calculations for each approach and member properties of the tests
in Tables 1.1 and 3.6 are included in the Appendices.

„
i

l

CHAPTER II
APPROACHES TO CALCULATE STRENGTH OF
STANDING SEAM ROOF SYSTEMS
2.1

‘

Lateral Buckling Strength from 1986 AISI Specification
Prior to developing a procedure for predicting the strength of standing

seam roof systems, the flexural capacity of the systems on Table 1.1 was
calculated using the Iateral buckling provisions of the 1986 AISI Specification [5].

Since a fully unbraced system, whose limit state is Iateral buckling, will be the
lower boundary for these systems (Fig. 1.3), calculating the predicted failure loads
on this basis and comparing them to the experimental failure loads will determine
to what degree the standing seam systems behave as fully Iateral unsuppoited.
The allowable flexural strength for laterally unbraced segments of doublyor singly-symmetric sections subject to Iateral buckling is determined as follows
[5]:
(2.1)

Mn = SC

where

Sf = Elastic section modulus of the full unreduced section for the extreme
compression über

SC = Elastic section modulus of the effective section calculated at a stress
MC/Sf in the extreme compression fiber

MC = Critical moment
ll
;

Manual.The
procedure can be found on pages l-30 and Vl—2O of the 1986 AISI
12This
results and conclusions reached from this approach are discussed and

presented in Chapter lll of this thesis. Sample calculations are included in
Appendix A.
2.2 Stiffness Model - Deflection Correlation
The data available from Rivard and Murray [2], especially the load vs.
deflection graphs, were used in developing this approach. By examining this
available data, it appeared that at failure the deflection will be the same for either
conventional or standing seam roof systems. The location of the bracing in the
standing seam systems will increase or decrease the stiffness of the system but

the deflections at failure will remain unchanged (Figure 2.1). This hypothesis, that
at failure the deflections will be the same for any system, is the basis for this
approach. Using the 1986 AlSl Specification [5], the deflection at failure load for a
conventional system can be predicted.

From this information, a load vs.

deflection graph for any conventional system can be developed. So, if there is a
model that can accurately predict the load vs. deflection line for a standing seam
system using any panel and bracing configuration, all that has to be done is to
backtrack the load of the standing seam system corresponding to the deflection
at failure load for the conventional roof system.

This load obtained from

backtracking the deflection will be the predicted failure load for that particular
standing seam system (Fig. 2.2). Beferring to Fig. 2.2, the predicted failure load

for a standing seam roof system is determined as follows:

Wes = WAlsl X Kss/Kc

(2.2)

W

;
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where

WSS = predicted failure load for the standing seam system.

WAISI = predicted failure load for the system assuming it behaves as a
oonventional roof system.

KSS

= stiffness of standing seam system obtained from analytical
model.

KC

= stiffness of system assuming it behaves as a oonventional roof

system.

S

The key to this approach is to have an analytical model that can accurately predict
the behavior of a standing seam system taking into consideration purlin size, deck
and bracing configuration used. lf this model is not accurate, the resulting predicted failure loads will not be accurate either. Therefore, the next step in this
approach is to develop a model to predict the behavior of one span and three
span continuous, two purlin line systems. The reason that one span and three
span continuous systems are modeled is because of the availability of
experimental data (Table 1.1) to correlate the results. This does not mean that
this approach is limited to one span and three span continuous systems.
2.2.1 Prior Mathematical Model
Elhouar and Murray [3] studied the anchorage requirements for throughfastened, corrugated steel panel, multiple purlin line, multiple span roof systems.
For this purpose, a stiffness model was developed to predict the magnitude and
distribution of the brace forces required to prevent lateral movement. A typical
through-fastened roof system ls a combination of three types of structural
elements: purlins for strength, a panel or deck for serviceability and external

restraint braces for stability.

:
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are:1.
this study the three bracing contigurations that will be modeled
ln
Torsional Restraint (Figure 2.3a): Braces are located at the rafters
a torsional simple support condition at the ends of the braced purlin.
andprovide
2. Third Point Restraint (Figure 2.3b): Braces are at the purlin span third
points and restrain Iateral movement at these locations.
3. Mid-span Restraint (Figure 2.3c): Braces are at the purlin mid-span and
restrain lateral movement at this location.
The finite element method was considered to be appropriate for roof
system modeling and a hybrid space frame/space truss model was developed.
Figure 2.4 illustrates the actual system and the proposed mathematical model by
Elhouar [3]. The three main components of the system: purlin, panel, and brace
are first considered separately and then combined to develop the entire model.
This mathematical model for conventional or through-fastened roof
systems will be the basis for a model to predict the behavior of a standing seam
roof system.
First, the model has to be reproduced using a ünite element program
discussed later in this section. Once the model is reproduced, it will be used to
model all six one span and six three span continuous tests from Table 1.1. A

nominal load will be applied to all twelve models and the corresponding
deflections will be recorded. The accuracy of this model will depend on how

close these deflections are to the deflections calculated using the same nominal

l

load in Equation 2.3.

{

A=
assumedthat
(2.3)Equation
2.3 is used because in conventional roof systems, it is
the system is fully braced. Once the model accurately predicts the behavior

{
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of a conventional roof system, it will be modified to predict the behavior of a
standing seam roof system.
Modeling of Purlin. The purlin is divided into tvvelve sub-members using
a space frame line element. These elements will be referred to as Type A
elements (Figure 2.5). The area and moment of inertia properties of these
elements are the same as the purlin’s cross-sectional properties except for the
torsional constant (lx). Values for this constant will be discussed later in this
chapter. Type B elements are also space frame line elements and will provide

compatibility of displacements between the purlin and the panel and rafter (Figure
2.7). The cross-sectional properties of these elements was obtained by trial and
error until there was good correlation with prototype and model test results.
Modeling of the Panel.

The panel can be represented as a plane truss

(Figure 2.6) assuming that the purlin-to-panel connection does not provide
rotational restraint to the purlin. This condition makes lt possible to disregard the
panel bending stiffness and only its shear stiffness need be considered. For a
G,,
the deflection of a shear panel in the direction of the
known shear stiffness
load P (Figure 2.6a) can be determined from

(2.4)

A = (PL)/(4G, a)

where L and a are the dimensions of the panel. By applying the same load P to
the truss in Figure 2.6B, the area, A, of the truss members can be determined,

and consequently, the truss will have the same stiffness

G,

when loaded at its

midspan.
Ghazanfari and Murray [4] studied the variation of Iateral forces with an
increasing panel shear stiffness and found that the forces will increase from zero
to a maximum as

G,

is increased from zero to approximately 1500 lbs/in and then

remains nearly constant as

G,

is increased to infinity. lt is assumed that the

ll
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variation of truss stiffness can be disregarded if the actual panel shear stiffness is

greater than 1500 lbs/in.
According to Curtis and Murray [7], the shear stiffness of a decking system

is between 1000 lbs/in and 3300 lbs/in when typical metal building steel roof
panels are used with self-drilling fasteners as panel-to-panel connectors. A value

of 2500 lbs/in is used for calculations.
Modeling of the Braces.

These members are subjected to an axial

tensile force only. Therefore, they will be modeled as truss type line elements
having the cross-sectional area of the brace itself.
Cross-Sectional Properties of the Purlin Members.

The final cross-

sectlonal properties of the Type B members are given in Figure 2.7. They are
speciüed according to the location of the member within the purlin, i.e., at the
rafter or midspan. The cross-sectional properties of the Type A members will be
those of the purlin itself, except for the torsional constant lx which is 10.0 in4 for
full scale systems.
Applied Load.

ln an actual roof system, gravity loads are transmitted to

the purlins eccentrically with respect to the shear center because the load
distribution on the flange varies from zero at the lip location to a maximum at the
web (Figure 2.8a). To simplify the problem, Elhouar and Murray [3] approximated
this distribution of the load across the flange by using a triangular distribution.

The resultant load is then applied to the purlin at a distance e = bf/3 from the
plane of the web (Figure 2.8b). The system is then analyzed for a uniformly
distributed vertical load, w, and a uniformly distributed torque (Figure 2.8c), which
is given by:

MX = w(bf/3)
where bf is the purlin flange width.

(2.5)
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Method ot Solution.

The computer software package called ABAOUS

available on the IBM 3480 at Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University
was used to perform the analyses. The program itself did not impose any restrictions on the size of the models, but the CPU time did. For this reason, symmetry
had to be exploited when modeling the three span continuous systems. One span
and three span continuous systems models will be discussed later in this chapter
and sample input data and results for both systems are given in Appendix B.

Evaluation of Model. Before any modifications can be made to this
model to predict the behavior of a standing seam system, it has to be evaluated
and verified as to how accurately it predicts the behavior of a conventional roof
system. This ls where the data from the tests in Table 1.1. becomes very
important. From the load vs. deflection plots, the theoretical load-deflection line,

assuming constrained bending, is known for all tests. From this data, the
deflection corresponding to a given load can be found. Before continuing, it is
important to remember that conventional roof systems behave under constrained
bending (full lateral support) and their behavior can be predicted using linearelastic behavior, Equation 2.3.
All six one span tests were modeled and a load of 40 plf was applied. The
deflection at midspan was recorded and compared to the theoretical deflection for

the same load. Referring to Table 2.1, it is clear that the model is predicting the
behavior of a conventional roof system very accurately, within 10% of the
theoretical deflection.

Now that the accuracy of the model has been veriüed, modiücations will be
made to predict the behavior of one span and three span continuous standing
seam roof systems.

I
I
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TABLE 2.1
PRIOR MODEL EVALUATION

(40 plf)

Deflections_ et Mid-Span

„

(ln.)

Constreined

% Deviatlon

0.4976

0.5179

+4

R2/2-T-1

0.4476

0.4821

+7

R2/2-M·1

0.4507

0.4857

+7

P1/2-R-1

0.4697

0.4786

+2

P1/2-T—1

0.4315

0.4643

+7

P1 /2-M-1

0.4406

0.4714

+6

Test No.

Model

R2/2-R-1

·Z Ul'lCOl'lS8l’V8IlV€
+I COVISGVVGÜVB

Bending

from Actual
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2.2.2 Modiflcatlons to Prior Model
Before modifying the model, the behavior of a standing seam roof system
and its differences with a conventional roof system has to be studied and understood to determine which parameters affect the behavior of these particular
systems.

From the load vs. deflection plots of available data, it is clear that standing
seam systems have considerably less stiffness than conventional roof systems,
this is not surprising since standing seam systems allow relative movement of the
purlins or joists. This panel-clip-purlin interaction is the major difference between

both systems and modifications to the model have to be targeted at creating a
less stiff model. The equations to calculate the cross—sectional properties of some
members in the conventional roof systems model are not good approximations
for standing seam systems and will have to be modified.
The following sections will discuss more detail the modifications and
evaluation of the modified model.
Modeling of the Purlin. The same criterion in Section 2.2.2 will be used
when modeling the one span and three span continuous systems. The only

difference will be the value used for the torsional constant, lx, which will be
discussed later in this section.

Refer to Figure 2.5 which identiües the

components of the models. The values of these components will be discussed in
the following sections of this chapter.
Modeling of the Panel.

To determine the area of the truss members for

a oonventional roof system, an average diaphragm shear stiffness of 2500 lb/in
was used in Equation 2.4.

This approach cannot be used in standing seam systems for the following
reasons. lt is clear that the diaphragm shear stiffness of a standing seam system
is less than that of a conventional roof system. Unlike the conventional roof
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system, the behavior of a standing seam system will be affected to a higher
degree by the panel used (pan, rib, etc.) and clip used (one piece, two piece,
etc.). This broad range of products in the market makes it impossible and
impractical to calculate a constant for the diaphragm shear stiffness that can be
used in the model and still get accurate results. For this reason, it will be recommended that each manufacturer conduct an accurate test of its panels to determine the actual diaphragm shear stiffness. To calculate the actual diaphragm
shear stiffness and therefore use the correct area for the truss members is the key
to the model and this approach. As explained in Section 2.2, this approach of
determining the strength for standing seam systems is based on deflections and if
the model does not accurately predict the behavior of a given system, the corresponding failure load is incorrect (Figure 2.2).
When modeling the twelve tests in Table 1.1, a different approach to calculate the area of the truss members was taken. Since the value of G' for the
panels used was not known, a series of iterations were performed. It is important
to note that there are four different panels used, two in the one span (R2, P1) and
two in the three span continuous systems (R3, P2), therefore, four different areas
for the truss members are expected. First, one t6St from each of the four different
panel types was selected. Then, each one of these four tests was modeled and a
load of 40 plf was applied. Since the load vs. deflection plots are available for
these four tests, the experimental deflection corresponding to 40 plf is known. An
iterative process was carried out changing the areas of the models until the

experimental and predicted deflections matched. At this point, the area of the
truss members ls known for one of the three tests using the same panels. So, to
evaluate this area, the other two tests will be modeled using this area and the
same load. The asterisk next to the test number on Table 2.2 indicates the test

I
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TABLE 2.2
DEFLECTIONS: MODIFIED MODEL VS. EXPERIMENTAL
(40 plf)

Area of Truss
·

Memgers

Maximum Deflection

am

(in. )

Model

Experimental

%fromDeviActual
ation

*R2/2-R-1

0.000062

0.895

0.895

0

R2/2-T-1

0.000062

0.5588

0.5107

-9

R2/2-M-1
*P1/2-R-1

0.000062
0.00037

0.5921

-16

0.7143

0.5071
0.7143

P1 /2-T-1

0.00037

0.5136

0.5179

P1 /2-M-1

0.5453

*R3/2-R-3

0.00037
0.000068

0.7587

0.5107
0.7619

+1
-6
+1

R3/2-T-3

0.000068

0.5028

0.4821

-4

R3/2—M~3

0.000068

0.5332

0.4930

-8

*P2/2-R-3

0.0017

0.4960

0.4964

0

P2/2-T-3

0.0017

0.4264

0.4071

-5

P2/2-M-3

0.0017

0.4679

0.4643

-1

Test No.

0

-2 unconsenrative

+: Conservative

I

I

.
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selected in determining the area of the truss members for the tests using that
particular panel type (R2, P1, R3, P2).

lt is clear from the results on Table 2.2 that the model is predicting the
deflections for a standing seam system accurately.
Modeling of the Braces.

These members will be modeled as truss

elements having the cross sectional area of the brace itself.
Modified Cross-Sectional Properties. For conventional roof systems, a
value of 10 in4 was recommended for lx for the Type A purlin members. After
various trials using different values, good correlation was obtained when the
actual value for the torsional constant of the cross section was used. However,
the brace forces from the model did not match the experimental brace forces as
shown in Table 2.3. After studying various parameters, it was determlned that the
value of IX for the Type B vertical members at the rafter (see Figure 2.7) is not a
good approximation for standing seam systems.
For conventional systems, lx for Type B members at the rafters is
approximated by the following equation:
lx = (L/2) xt3

(2.6)

where
L =

span length

t = thickness of the purlin
After various attempts, a value of 0.00001 in4 gave good agreement between

predicted and experimental brace forces. This modification will have an almost
insignificant effect on deflections but the areas of the truss members were
adjusted accordingly using the same procedure described previously. Table 2.4
summarizes the results obtained after the following modifications were made to
the model:
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TABLE 2.3
BRACE FORCES: MODIFIED MODEL VS. EXPERIMENTAL

(40 plt)

Brace Force
(lbs.)

Test No.

Model

Experimental

R2/2-R—1

125.0

45.4

R2/2-T-1

147.5

129.6

R2/2-M—1

240.0

192.3

175.0

100.8

134.4

137.4

232.0

207.2

P1/2-R-1
P1/2-T-1
P1 /2-M—1

E

l

l
l
i
l
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TABLE 2.4
DEFLECTIONS AND BRACE FORCES:

MODIFIED MODEL VS. EXPERIMENTAL
(40 PLF)

Area of Truss

Test No.

Memgem
(ln. )

Experimental

1

Mpdel

Brace(lbs.)Force Deflection Brace Fprce Deflection
(in.)
(lbs.)
(in.)

R2/2-R-1

0.000067

125.0

0.895

125.8

0.9068

R2/2-T-1

0.000067

147.5

0.5107

126.5

0.5630

R2/2-M-1

0.000067

240.0

0.5071

240.3

0.5224

P1/2-R-1

0.000037

175.0

0.7143

112.5

0.7144

P1 /2-T-1

0.000037

134.4

0.5179

127.9

0.5239

P1 /2-M-1

0.000037

232.0

0.5107

248.3

0.5128

1.
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Torsional constant - actual value for the cross section.

2.

Moment of inertia for lower vertical members = 0.00001 in4.

3.

New area of truss members.

All other values for the cross-sectional properties of one span systems as defined
in Figure 2.7 do not change.
For the three span continuous systems, the value of the torsional constant

for Type A members is the same as for one span systems, the actual value for the
cross section is used. The values for the Type B elements will be slightly different.
lt is important to note that when modeling the three span continuous systems

symmetry had to be exploited (Figure 2.9) due to CPU constraints. In these
systems, there will be four different types of Type B elements:
1.

Lower Type B member at supports A and B (Member #1, #2)

2.

Upper Type B member along support span including exterior
support (Member #3-#14)

3.

Upper Type B at interior support B (Member #15)

4.

Upper Type B at point of symmetry (Member #21)

Refer to Figure 2.9 for sketch of model. The properties for these members are in
Figures 2.10, 2.11, 2.12, 2.13.
Summary of Modifications.

Two major modifications were imposed on

the model that predicts the behavior of conventional roof systems. The ürst one
consists of using the actual value of the torsional constant of the purlin cross
section and not 10 in4 as recommended by Elhouar and Murray [3]. The second
modification to the model was in determining the area of the truss members when

modeling the panels. Elhouar and Murray [3] used a value for the diaphragm
shear stiffness, G', of 2500 lb/in in Equation 2.4 to calculate the area of the
truss members. This area will be a constant and does not change with the
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UPPER TYPE Bi(member #3 or #15)

·
B—-—-•LOIER TYPE

A! == (L/2)*t
Ix = Iy of purlin

(member #l,#2)

Iy = (L/2)•(g_••3)

Y
X

Iz = Ix of purlin
Z

E

SUPPORT A OR B

Figure 2.10 Properties tor Lower Type B Members at

Supports A and B

‘

F
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UPPER bmm B
(math

A:Ix - Iy(L/12)*1
of purlin

IfIy ="I;‘·/;2)°*
Purun
(L/12)•(t••3)
°

=

=

Iy
Iz=Ixotpur11¤LOFER
TYPE B

UPPER TYPE B
(members #4—#14)

(member #1)

Y

X

Z

SUPPORT A

AT MID-SPAN

1

Figure 2.11 Properties for Upper Type B Members Along Span

1

1

1

1

1
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A! ¤ (L/12%)*2

UPPER mx B

(xy of pm·xm)•2
' Ix ,,= (L/1g••t••3)•g

(mamblr #15)

____

Iy

[Lili! of purli¤)*2

LOIER TYPE B ·——•·
(m•mb•z· #2)

Y
X

Z

SUPPORT B

Figure 2.12 Properties tor Upper Type B Member at Support B

u
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A! = (L/12*t)/2
UPPER TYPE B———• Ix ¤ Iy of purlin

(member #21)

Iy

(L/12•t••s)/2

Iz =- Ix of purlin

A
Y
X

Z

AT POINT OF SYIDIETRY

Figure 2.13 Properties for Upper Type B Members at point
of Symmetry

l
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configuration of the system. In the modified model the area is not a constant, a
panel diaphragm shear stiffness test has to be performed to determine G'. This
method will require a test for every different panel that is going to be modeled to
determine G' and then calculate the area of the truss members using Equation

2.4.
A third modification was made to make the model more complete and not
necessarily to increase its accuracy in predicting deflections. The moment of
y inertia (lx) for the lower type B members at the supports was changed to a

constant, 0.00001 in4. This modification increased the capacity of the model to
predict brace forces without disturbing its capacity to predict deflections as well.

Table 2.5 summarizes the three modifications.
By successfully completing the modification of the model, this deflection
correlation approach can be evaluated. The results of this approach and the

comparison with experimental results are discussed in Chapter lll. Sample
calculations are included in Appendix B.
2.3 Stiffness Model- Stress Correlation

For a given cross section with known dimensions, an allowable flexural
capacity can be calculated using the 1986 AISI specification. From this capacity,
the stress distribution along the cross section can also be determined (Figure
2.14) by using the general flexure formula [6]:

„,, = 9-^>%>s$;>r)( +ß<V$riY' 'Y‘>g¤y
X Y- XY

X XY

(2.7)
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Table 2.5
SUMMARY OF MODIFICATIONS

Properties
Torsional Constant (lx)
Area of Truss Members
Moment of inertia of

lower vertical Members

Conventional Roof

System Model
10 in.4

Standing Seam

System Model
Actual
Depends on

Constant

panel type

(L/2) x t3

0.00001 in4
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1°&¤s¤\ ·

Figure 2.14 Stress Dlstrlbutlon from AISI Allowable
Flexural Capacity
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From the model developed in Section 2.2, the maximum positive moments on the
principal axes of the cross section (Type A elements, Figure 2.4) corresponding
to the nominal load W used in the analysis are known. Again, from this maximum

moments, the stress distribution along the cross section can be calculated using
Equation 2.7 (Figure 2.15).
The predicted failure load for a standing seam system can then be calculated by the following equation:
f . .
{nig;
x W x 1.67
=
WSSU

(2.8)

where

WSSu = predicted failure load
fSiSi = stress at point A in Figure 2.14 calculated from the allowable
flexural capacity of the cross section
fmax = stress at point A in Figure 2.15 calculated from the maximum
positive moments (MX and My) in the model for a load W.
T

W

= Nominal load in plf used in the mathematical model analysis

1.67

= Load factor

Since all dimensions are known, and analyses done using the mathematical
model in Section 2.2 for the tvvelve tests of Table 1.1, verification of this approach
was almost immediate. The discussion of the results and comparison with
experimental results is presented in Chapter Ill of this thesis. Sample calculations
and sample input and output data üles are included in Appendix C.

}
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Figure 2.15 Stress Dlstrlbutlon from Mmax using Mathematical Model

2.4 BaseTestThe
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base test approach calculates the predlcted failure load for a multiple
span standing seam system based on the experimental failure load of a one span

system by simply scaling the maximum moment due to a nominal uniform load
calculated from a stiffness analysis of the multiple span system. This approach is

divided into two parts:
a. Experimental (Base Test) - This approach requires that a full scale

test to failure be done on a one span system using the same panel type, bracing
configuration and purlin size that will be used in the multiple span system. This
means that for every panel type, bracing and purlin size comblnations that a
manufacturer has, a one span test (Base Test) is required. The results from a one

span test using a specific panel type, bracing and purlin size cannot be used in
predicting the failure load of a multiple span system that will use a different panel
type and/or purlin size. When the one span test is complete, the failure load of
the system is known (Figure 2.16) and a corresponding failure moment can be

easily calculated using the following equation:

L

(2.9)
L

where
Mus = Ultimate moment for single span system of span L.
WUS = Failure load of the single span system of span L.
b. Analytical (Stiffness Analysis) - A stiffness analysis with a nominal
uniform load W has to be done for the multiple span system under conslderation.

From this analysis the maximum positive moment and the negative moments at
the beginning of the lap are determined (Figure 2.17).

2
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I.

Figure 2.16 Base Test
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The predicted failure load for the multiple span system can be calculated
as followsz

Wum = min.

Mmax(+)
Mneg

(2.10)

xW

where ,
Wum

= predicted failure load for a multiple span system

Mus

= ultimate moment for single span system

MmaX(+) = maximum positive moment for the multiple span system from
stiffness analysis

Maisi

= allowable flexural capacity of the cross section using the 1986
AISI Specification

Mneg = negative moment at the beginning of Iap for the multiple span
system from stiffness analysis
W

= nominal load used in the stiffness analysis

To evaluate this approach, identical single span and two span continuous
systems were tested using the procedure in Section 1.4.

The results and

comparison of predicted vs. experimental loads are discussed in Chapter lll.
Sample calculations are included in Appendix D.

1

l
CHAPTER Ill
COMPARISON OF ANALYTICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
3.1 Lateral Torslonal Buckling vs. Experimental Results

‘

The predicted failure Ioads for the six one—span tests in Table 1.1 were
calculated using Equation 2.1. These predicted failure Ioads were compared with
the experimental failure Ioads of the corresponding test (Table 3.1). From this
comparison, it is clear that using the lateral torsional buckling equations in the
1986 AlSl Specification could predict a failure load up to 86% conservative. These
results are not only an indication of how conservative this approach is but also to
what degree the systems are behaving as fully laterally braced. ln Table 3.2, the
predicted failure Ioads using Equation 2.1 (fully laterally unbraced) which is the
lower limit and the 1986 AlSl Specification for a conventional roof (fully laterally

braced) which is the upper limit for a standing seam system, are tabulated. The
degree of lateral restraint that standing seam panels provide will be directly
related to the percent difference between the actual failure load and these

predicted failure Ioads. When the bracing is at the rafters, only the panel shear
stiffness will prevent the system from failing by lateral torsional buckling because
there is no other lateral restraint on the purlins. From Table 3.2, it is clear that the
panels are providing some lateral support to the purlins, but not enough to make
the system behave as a conventional roof system (fully braced). When the
bracing is located at the third points or midspan, the system behaves more like
fully braced. The predicted failure Ioads for the systems with bracing at the third

point or midspan using the fully constrained assumption are only 22-35%
unconservative. The reason for this is that the bracing reduces the relative
movement of the purlins therefore increasing the stiffness of the system.
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TABLE 3.1
LATERAL TORSIONAL BUCKLING VS. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Predicted

Actual

Failure Load

Failure Load

% Deviation

R2/2·R·1

11.7

85.8

+86

R2/2-T-1

110.7

155.1

+29

R2/2-M-1

85.8

160.1

+46

P1/2-R-1

12.5

59.5

+79

P1/2-T-1

115.0

141.0

+18

P1/2-M-1

86.8

138.3

+37

Test No.

(plf)

(plf)

from Aotual

-1 UITCOFISGVVBÜVG
+ 1 conservative

l

l

l

l
—

—
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TABLE 3.2
UPPER AND LOWER FAILURE LOADS FOR STANDING SEAM SYSTEMS

Predicted

Fully Unbraced

Predicted

Actual

Fully Braced

(plf)

(plf)

Failure Load

Failure Load

R2/2-R-1

11.7

85.8

198.9

R2/2-T-1

110.7

155.1

204.9

R2/2-M-1

85.8

160.1

205.6

P1 /2-R-1

12.5

59.5

207.2

P1/2-T-1

115.0

141.6

216.4

P1 /2-M-1

86.8

138.3

210.8

Test No.

(plf)

Failure Load
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This approach for caloulating the predicted failure load for a standing seam
system using the lateral torsional buckling equation was abandoned because the
results were too conservative. Even though it was abandoned, it gave very
valuable insight on the behavior of standing seam systems. When caloulating the
strength of a oonventional system, it is assumed that the panels provide full Iateral
bracing. For this reason, the location of the external bracing is not a variable and
only the cross-sectional properties of the purlin are used to calculate the system’s
strength. When considering a standing seam roof system, it is clear form Table
3.2 that the panel shear stiffness will provide some Iateral restraint but not enough
to make the system behave as a oonventional system. Unlike a oonventional
system, the location of the bracing will have a signiticant effect on the strength of
the system by increasing its stiffness. These characteristics of a standing seam
system were very useful when developing other approaches and a mathematical

model.
3.2 Stiffness Model-Deflection Correlation
After modeling and analyzing the six one·span tests of Table 1.1 with the

mathematical model developed in Chapter ll, the stiffness of the standing seam
system (KSS) can be calculated. lt is important to recall that the only reason a
mathematical model was developed is to predict the load vs. deflection cunre
(stiffness) for a given standing seam test in order to use it in Equation 2.2. Now
that the stiffnesses for the standing seam systems are known, Equation 2.2 can

be evaluated. Table 3.3 compares the predicted failure loads calculated using
this approach vs. the actual failure loads, the test number with an asterisk

indicates that it is not useful data because its failure mode was not the predicted
failure mode. Excluding the two tests not considered useful data, the results
show that this method predicts a failure load from 3.0 to 28% unconservative.

1
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TABLE 3.3
DEFLECTION CORRELATION VS. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Predicted

Actual

Failure Load

Failure Load

% Deviation

R2/2-R-1

109.0

85.8

-27.0

R2/2-T-1

160.1

155.1

-3.0

R2/2-M-1

171.8

160.1

-7.3

*P1/2-R-1

129.8

59.5

-118.1

*P1/2-T-1

188.6

141.0

-33.7

P1/2-M-1

176.7

138.3

-27.8

Test No.

*Not useful data.
-1 U|"IC0l'1S9l'V3tlVG
+1 conservative

(plf)

(plf)

from Actual
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Even though these results look promising, the method was abandoned. The
fact that the predicted failure load calculated with this method could be 25%
unconservative was considered, but the main reason is that this approach
requires that for every type of panel a manufacturer uses, an expensive and very
accurate diaphragm shear stiffness test has to be done. This t9St is necessary in
order to calculate the area of the truss members in the model using Equation 2.4.
The mathematical model is very sensitive to the area of these members, therefore,

the accuracy of the predicted failure load will be directly related to the accuracy of
the truss members (panel shear stiffness). For this reason, it was concluded that
this approach was not practical.
3.3 Stiffness Model - Stress Correlation
From the computer analysis done on the six one-span and twelve three
span continuous tests, the maximum moments on the principal axes of the crosssection are known. Using Equation 2.7, the stress at point A in Figure 2.14 was
calculated. The allowable flexural capacity based on the cross-sectional
properties was also calculated using the 1986 AISI Specification. Again, the
stress at point A in Figure 2.14 corresponding to the allowable flexural capacity is

known. After calculating these stresses, the method can be evaluated using
Equation 2.8. The results from the evaluation in Table 3.4, show that this method

is from O to 22% conservative predicting the failure load of a system, except test
R3/2-Ft—3 which is 9% unconservative. Again, this range excludes two tests
whose failure mode was not the predicted failure mode. These results are
encouraging but this method would again require the same diaphragm shear

stiffness test discussed in the previous section. For this reason, this method was
abandoned and a different approach that would not require such an expensive
and complex test was developed.

l
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TABLE 3.4
STRESS CORRELATION VS. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Predicted

Actual

Failure Load

Failure Load
(plf)

from Actual

R2/2-R-1

86.1

86.1

-0.3

R2/2-T-1

155.1

141.0

+9.3

R2/2-M-1

160.1

125.1

+ 22.0

*P1/2-R-1

59.5

94.8

-59.3

P1/2-T-1

141.0

128.9

+8.6

« P1 /2-M·1

138.3

127.1

+8.1

R3/2-R-3

85.1

92.7

-8.9

R3/2-T-3

175.5

138.8

R3/2-M—3

137.7

131.0

+ 20.9
+4.9

*P2/2-R-3

99.5

140.9

-41.6

P2/2-T·3

207.1

168.1

+18.8

P2/2-M-3

154.0

149.5

+ 2.9

Test No.

*Not useful data.
-2 Ul'lCOFlSBl’V8IlVB

+: conservative

(plf)

%Deviation
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3.4 Base Test
When evaluating this approach, two sets of data were available. The first
set is the data ln Table 1.1 obtained from a previous project, the second set of

data was obtained by conducting a series of full scale tests. Before explaining the
evaluation of this data, it is important to recall the steps necessary and the
Ilmltations of this method. The objective of this approach is to calculate a

_

predicted failure load for a multiple span standing seam system based on the
experimental failure load of a one span system. This requires:
1.

Full scale test to failure of a one span system using same panel type and
purlin size as multiple span system.

2.

Stiffness analysis of multiple span system.

3.

Allowable flexural capacity of multiple span system determined from 1986
AlSl Specification.

When all these quantities are known, Equation 2.10 can be evaluated to
calculate the predicted failure load for a multiple span system. Following is the

explanation and evaluation of this method using both sets of data.
a. Data from Table 1.1: The evaluation of the base test method using this
data will consist in predicting the failure load of the three-span continuous
systems and comparing it to the actual failure load. Beferring to Equation 2.10,
the only unknowns in the equation are the maximum positive moment and the
negative moment from a stiffness analysis of the multiple span system. The
allowable flexural capacity for the multiple span system and the failure load for the

one-span systems are known. One of the characteristics and Ilmltations of this

approach, as previously discussed, is the fact that the same panel type and purlin
size used in the one span system has to be used in the multiple span system.
From Table 1.1, none of the three span systems have the same panel type as the
one span systems. The one span systems use rib type number 2 and pan type
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number 1 panels; the three-span systems use rib type number 3 and pan type
number 2 panels. Even though the panels are not the same, the one span
systems using rib type number 2 panels will be used in predicting the failure loads
of the three-span systems using rib type number 3 panels, the same approach for
the pan type panels. When discussing the results, this inconsistency will be
considered. All the parameters necessary to evaluate Equation 2.10 and the
corresponding load for all six three span systems, are tabulated in Table 3.5.
b. Data from Full Scale Testing: Full scale testing was done to gather

more data to verify this approach. Two single span base tests with a span length
of 25 ft and using rib type and pan type panels with the bracing at the rafters were
conducted (Figure 3.1). The multiple span systems consisted of two, two-span
system with spans of 25 ft. Both multiple span tests were done using the same rib

and pan type panels and purlin size as the base test. The bracing configuration
was the same, at the rafters, and the oompression flange in the negative moment
region was fully braced. In all tests,10 in. deep Z-purlins, with the top flanges
facing in the same direction were used. Table 3.6 gives a complete test matrix.

Test designations are to be interpreted as followsz P/2-R-1 indicates pan type
panel (P), two purlin lines (2), anchorage braces at rafters (—R), Single span (-1).
Fi/2-Fi-2 indicates rib type panel (R), two purlin lines (2), anchorage braces at

rafters (—R), two span (-2). After collecting the data from the full scale testing, the
method was again evaluated using Equation 2.10. All the parameters necessary
to evaluate Equation 2.10 and the corresponding failure load for both two span
systems are tabulated in Table 3.7.
From the evaluation done with the data in Table 1.1, the base test method
predicts a failure load for the multiple span systems within 3-22% of the actual
failure load. These results are very encouraging because the range is not only
good but also, the panels used were mixed. lf the panels matched, the percent
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Figure 3.1
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Simple Span Test Setup at Prices Fork Laboratory
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TABLE 3.6
TEST MATRIX

·

Test No.

Span(s)
(ft)

Panel Type

Clip Type

Bracing Configuration

R/2-R—1

25

Rib

Two Piece

Rafters

P/2-R-1

25

Pan

One Piece

Rafters

R/2-R—2

2@25

Rib

Two Piece

Rafters

P/2-R-2

2@25

Pan

One Piece

Rafters
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difference between the predicted and actual failure loads is expected to decrease.
That is exactly what happened when the method was evaluated using the data
from the full scale testing. Referring to Table 3.7, the percent difference between
the predicted and actual failure loads is only 1.0-6.0%. Another parameter which

is very important to consider when studying these results is if MmaX(+) or Mneg
control the predicted failure load of the multiple span system. When MmaX(+)
controls, it means that the shear stiffness of the panels is very weak, therefore it
does not provide the system with significant lateral support. Under this condition,
the system’s stiffness and strength are decreased signiücantly. When the Mneg
controls, it is more a design situation. The standing seam panels will provide
enough lateral support so that MmaX(+) doesn’t govern because it is a small
value. This situation will make the allowable flexural capaicty (local buckling provisions) of the cross-section the controlling parameter in the system’s strength.
From Table 3.5, only in Tests R3/2-R~3 and P2/2-R-3 the MmaX(+) was
the controlling parameter, in the other tests Mneg controlled the predicted failure

load. In Table 3.7, both tests were controlled by Mneg.
Even though the amount of data is insufücient to prove that this is an
infallible approach, the data available makes it one of the most accurate, inexpen-

sive and simple procedures. lt is true that this method will require some experimental testing, but so do the approaches using the mathematical model. The
advantage is that a full scale test of a single span system is much less complicated and expensive than a very accurate diaphragm shear stiffness test required
by the mathematical model. Reducing the complexity of the approach without
compromising its accuracy seems the most practical and reasonable alternative
for the solution. Taking this into consideration, the approach to determine the
strength of Z-purlin supported standing seam systems that will be recommended

is the base test method.

l

l

CHAPTER IV
DESIGN PROCEDURE
4.1

Methodology

The development of Equation 2.10 did not require an extensive manipulation of data or mathematical analysis. lt was first used as an approximation of the
behavior of multiple span conventional roof systems and for that reason, it was
decided to determine its accuracy and its feasibility as a method for determining
the strength of multiple span standing seam systems. Since evaluation of the
approach using previous data was encouraging, the method was refined and a

series of tests done to verify its validity.
From the results obtained after the experimental testing was completed, it
was concluded that this method is the most convenient (Section 3.4). Equation
2.10 and its variables will be defined and discussed in more detail in Section 4.3.
Refer to Appendix D for sample calculations.
4.2 Limits of Parameters and Configurations
The base test method predicts the failure load for a multiple span standing
seam system based on the failure load of a single span system. The approach

requires that full scale testing be done for single span systems. The number of
tests will depend on the number of bracing configurations (unbraced length),
panel types, purlin sizes and their combinations that a manufacturer has. The
reason for this is that the bracing configuration, the panel type (shear stiffness)
and purlin cross—section (flexural capacity) control the strength of the system.
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From the mathematical model of a system using a given span, it was determined
that no other member properties have such an impact on the system’s strength

1

I

as the bracing, panel type and purlin size. The span of the base test (single span
system) does not have to be the same as the spans of the multiple span systems
but it is recommended when possible to use the same span length for both
systems. The bracing configuration, panel type, and purlin size must be the same
in both systems. lf the multiple span system uses pan type panels, the base test
must use pan type panels. These limitations on the parameters and
configurations are to control the variables that were determined to control the
system’s strength (unbraced length, diaphragm shear stiffness, and flexural
capacity of the cross section).
4.3 Design Equations
The failure load for a multiple span standing seam system can be predicted using
equation 2.10. When evaluating this equation, two values will be calculated of
which the minimum will be the predicted failure load.
The first predicted load is calculated using the following equation:

wum = Mßß-— x w
max(+)

(4.1)

where

sy tem

Wum

= predicted failure load for a multiple span system

Mus

= ultimate moment for base test

Mmax(+) = maximum positive moment for the multiple span system from

W

stiffness analysis
= nominal load used in stiffness analysis of multiple span

1

l

‘
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Equation 4.1 predicts the failure load for a multiple span standing seam system by

scaling the failure load of the corresponding base test.
The second predicted failure load is given by the equation:

wum =

neg

xw

(4.2)

where

Wum

= predicted failure load for a multiple span system

M AISI

= allowable flexural capacity of the purlin’s cross section using
the 1986 AISI Specification

Mneg = negative moment at beginning of lap for the multiple span system
from stiffness analysis
W

= nominal load used in stiffness analysis of multiple span system

Equation 4.2 is based on the assumption that the system’s laps (supports) are
fully braced (Figure 2.17). This assumption is made because at that location
there is usually another structural member or bracing system framed
perpendicular to the purlin’s cross section providing lateral support. Under this

situation, the local buckling provisions of the 1986 AISI Specification have to be
considered.

The allowable flexural capacity assuming constrained bending

(MAISI) will be used instead of the failure load for the base test. The value
calculated by Equation 4.2 will insure that the predicted failure load calculated for
the system does not exceed the maximum possible load for a cross section
based on the allowable flexural capacity assuming constrained bending. The

reason this is the upper limit is because when the cross section is fully braced
(conventional roof systems), the capacity of the cross section will be at its
maximum.

This maximum capacity or allowable flexural capacity can be
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calculated using the 1986 AISI Specification. A predicted failure load that exceeds
Equaticn 4.2 is physically impossible to reach because it would imply the fact that
the flexural capacity of the cross section is greater than the maximum allowable
flexural capacity permitted by the 1986 AlSl Specification. For this reason, the
predicted failure load for a multiple span system is the minimum of Equations 4.1

and 4.2.

4.4 Conclusion

y

Even though Equation 2.10 was not derived analytically, the parameters
that control it (diaphragm shear stiffness, flexural capacity, and unbraced length)
are the same ones that the mathematical model proved to have a significant effect
on the system’s strength. These parameters are not explicitly used in equation

2.10 but they are included in the ultimate moment of the base test (Mus). The
ultimate moment of the base test is directly affected by these parameters,
therefore, the predicted failure load for a multiple span system will also be a

function of these parameters. This is why it is so important to be consistent and
use the same panel type, bracing, and purlin size in the base test and the multiple
span system.

I

CHAPTER V
SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS
5.1 Summary

Four approaches were developed and evaluated for their accuracy in pre—
dicting the strength of Z—purlin supported standing seam roof systems under

gravity loading.
a. Lateral Buckling Strength from the 1986 AISI Specification
This approach was evaluated to determine how much Iateral support the
standing seam panels provide to the purlins. This is an important parameter in
the behavior of standing seam systems because the failure load is directly related
to the system’s stiffness. The results showed that this approach is too conservative, implying that the panels provide a considerable amount of Iateral support but
not enough for the system to behave as a conventional roof system (continuous
Iateral support). The approach was abandoned due to its lack of accuracy in

predicting the failure load.
b. Stiffness Model- Deflection Correlation

The basis for this approach is the fact that at failure it appeared that the
deflections at failure were the same for any system. A mathematical model was
developed to predict the deflections (stiffness) of any standing seam system in

order to back track a corresponding predicted failure load. From the model
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developed, it was found that only three parameters will have a significant effect on
the system’s strength:

panel type (diaphragm shear stiffness), bracing

configuration (unbraced length) and purlin size (allowable flexural capacity).
Sliding friction in the clips and "drape" restraint effects of the standing seam deck
on the system’s strength are negligible.
Even though the results were encouraging, the approach was abandoned
because it requires that a very accurate and expensive diaphragm shear stiffness
test be done on every panel type that the manufacturer has. This was considered

to be impractical and complex.
c. Stiffness Model- Stress Correlation
The mathematical model developed was used to calculate the maximum
stresses on the cross section of the system’s purlins. These stresses were then
used to predict a failure load simply by scaling them using the stresses calculated
from the allowable flexural capacity of the cross sections from the 1986 AISI
Specification.
Again, the results were encouraging but the approach was abandoned on

the basis of cost and complexity since the model would require the same
diaphragm shear stiffness test.
d. Base Test

This method predicts the failure load of a multiple span standing seam
system by scaling the ultimate load of a corresponding single span test that uses
the same panel type, purlin size and bracing configuration. A full scale test of a
single span system and a stiffness analysis of the multiple span system under
consideration are required to calculate a predlcted failure load.

Even though

l
n
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some experimental testing is necessary, the complexity and cost are minimum
compared to a diaphragm shear stiffness test required by the previous
approaches. The same parameters that control the system’s strength as determined from the mathematical model are considered in this approach, therefore,

accuracy is not sacrificed for simplicity. lt is important to remember that the panel
type, bracing configuration, and purlin size must be the same for the base test
and multiple span system in order to obtain acceptable predicted failure Ioads.

Based on the encouraging evaluation results and the method’s characteristics, it was concluded that this is the most practical and reasonable approach to
determine the strength of multiple span Z·purlin supported standing seam roof
systems under gravity loading.

.

5.2 Recommendations
As discussed in the previous section, the base test method is
recommended to predict the strength of Z-purlin supported standing seam
systems under gravity Ioads. Even though accuracy might not be significantly
higher as compared to the deflection and stress correlation approaches,
feasibility and practicality are.

On either approach experimental testing is

required. For this reason, if accuracy is consistent among them, the approach

with the simpler and more cost effective testing is the best alternative. This is the
criterion used in selecting the base test method. Unlike the other two approaches
mentioned above, the base test method does not require a diaphragm shear

stiffness test. This test is very complex and its accuracy has to be very high in
order to obtain good results. On the other hand, a full scale test of a single span

system, required by the base test, does not require a high degree of accuracy to
obtain accurate results and complexity is also decreased.

69When
using the Base Test Method, these recommendations should be

followedz

_

1.

Base Test and multiple span system must be identical (bracing,
panel type and purlin size).

2.

Use same span length in Base Test and multiple span system.

3.

Due to the limited amount of data available for the method’s

evaluation, no deflnite conclusion can be made on its capacity to
predict the strength of a system. lt is obvious that the results are
very encouraging and for this reason it is also recommended that

more testing be done in order to have a more complete and
dependable approach.

·
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APPENDIX A

LATERAL BUCKLING STRENGTH SAMPLE CALCULATIONS
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Calculate the predicted failure load in plf for t9St No. R2/2-T-1 (see Table
1.1) using the lateral buckling strength provisions of the 1986 AISI Specification.
Span: 20 ft
Restraint Configuration:

Third points

Purlin Data: See Figure A.1 for cross section dimensions and properties
Yield Stress: 56.6 ksi
For the lateral unbraced segments of doubly-or singly-symmetric sections subject
to lateral buckling, Mn shall be determined as follows (Section 2.1):

M
Mn = sc Ef

(A.1)

Since there are two different Iaterally unbraced segments in the system, two

predicted failure loads will be calculated with the minimum controlling.
a.

Laterally unbraced segment from support to ürst lateral restraint.
1.

Calculate the elastic critical moment for point symmetric crosssection (Z)

2E
MG =

2L2

(A2)

l
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where
L
Iyc

= unbraced length of member
= Moment of inertia of the compression portion of a section
about the gravity axis of the entire section parallel to the

web, using the full unreduced section.
Cb

= 1.75 + 1.05[(M1/M2) + 0.3[(M1/M2)]2$2.3

d

= Depth of section

L

=
-—
=
=

Forthis problem:
lyc

Üb
d

,

80.0 in
· 4
ly/2 —- 0.8079/2 ..— 0.404 in
1
8.03 in

Me Z «@{29,50Q)(1.75)(ä.Q3)(0.404) Z 129 k_1n
2(80.0)

2.

Calculate the moment causing initial yield at the extreme
compression fiber of the full section.

My = s1r=y

(As)

where
S1

= Elastic section modulus of the full unreduced section for
the extreme compression über.

Fy

= yield stress of the material

3
S1 Z l 2 Z 10.36
4.01 Z 2.58 ·in
Fy = 56.6 ksi
My

= 2.58(56.6) = 146 k—in

1
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I
I

3.

For 2.78 My > M8 > 0.56 My the critical moment (MC) is calculatedz

LQMC
= 3 My (1 33 Me)

(A.4)

_MC = LQ3(146) [1 _ 10(146)
337133)] = 111.2 k in
4.

Evaluate Equation A.1

_

6
SG = @1
d/2= 666
4.03= 23 ·'"
MC = 111.2 k-in

sf = 2.58 in3
1 Mn _ 2.3( 111.2 = es km
_3.53)

wn = M-lgl
= [!9%l@]1000
= 165 pur
20
L
b.

Laterally unbraced segment from lateral restraint to lateral restraint.
1.

Calculate the elastic critical moment for point symmetric crosssection using Equation A.2

Me = «?(29,6Q0)(1)(6.0§)Q.404 = 73.7 k_in

2(8O)2

2.

The moment causing initial yield at the extreme compression fiber of
the full section (My) is known from part a.

My = 146 k-in

b

F
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3.

For M9 S 0.56 My. The critical moment (MC) is calculated
(A.5)

MC = M8
4.

Evaluate Equation A.1

73.7 = 66 k_·in
Mn = 2.3(2-58)
Wn =

20

1000 = 110 plf (controls)

The predicted failure load for test No. R2/2-T-1 is
Wn = 11O plf

(The actual failure load was 155.1 plf.)

I

I
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I

Purlin ~1

2.9f.

I I °·69

‘233.313\

Z

79*.

I

\
I
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80°
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II
=

°233I

:3.63
Properties:
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.

I

Span (ft) = 20.0

I

Ix (in“) = 0.0019
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Iy (il?) = O-7863

3(deg) = 18.2899

IZ

.
Pllrlin $2I

(in“)

2.97

0.073
P-76'

8.03

'233
I 2.59

Properties:

= 11.811é

I

Span (ft) = 20.0

IX (1.077 = 0.0C·19

Area (in7) = 1.0739

IV

:3(deg) = 18.5396

IZ (in7) = 11.§0£8

(in7)

= 0.8G79

Figure A.1 Measured Purlin Dimensions and Calculated
Properties, Test R2/2-T-1

APPENDIX B
DEFLECTION CORRELATION SAMPLE CALCULATIONS
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Calculate the predicted failure load in plf for test No. R2/2-R-1 (see Table
1.1) using the deflection correlation approach.
Span: 20 ft
Restraint Configuration:

Supports

Purlin Data: See Figure B.1 for cross section dimensions and properties

Yield Stress: 56.6 ksi
The predicted failure load for a standing seam system using this approach can be
calculated using the following equation (see Section 2.2):
Mss = WAISI X Kss/Kc

.

(Bj)

Two steps are necessary in determining the values for the unknowns in Equation
B.1. The first step is to calculate the allowable flexural capacity of a cross—section
using the 1986 AlSl provisions for local buckling. From this analysis, the values

for WAISI (allowable flexural capacity) and KC (stiffness of system assuming it
behaves as a conventional system) are known. The second step requires the use
of the mathematical model to calculate KSS (stiffness of standing seam system).

a.

Calculate WAISI and KC
1.

Using the dimensions in Figure B.1, an allowable flexural capacity
for both cross-sections was calculated (see Figure B.2 and 8.3).
The minimum of both capacities will be used in the calculations.

I
79
Therefore, the ultimate capacity of the system according to the 1986
AISI Specification is:

MU = 71.46 x 1.67 = 119.3 k—in
The corresponding ultimate failure load is:

M U = [ißßißi
1000
= 199 plf
7
(20) 2

.

The deflection at ultimate load is:
5(199+12)(20x12)4 = 2‘45‘"‘
^ = 384(29,500)(9.91)
2.

The stiffness of the system assuming it behaves as a conventional
or through-fastened system can be calculatedz
199(20) = 1,624 lb/in
~
KC = 2-45

,

b. Calculate KSS
1.

Calculate the cross-section properties for the elements on the

model. Refer to Figures 2.4 and 2.7 for the location and equations
corresponding to these members.

l
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For purlin #1:
Member/Type

Area

I

I

(in2)

(Ina)

(in4)

Y

l

6

(inä)

(deg.)

Purlin A/ Type A

1.0225 0.0016

0.7645 11.3487

18.396

Upper A/Type 8

1.38

0.7645

0.00055 0.0016

Lower A/Type 8 8.28

0.7645

0.03942 0.0016

·—-

For purlin #2:
'

Area

I

I

(in2)

(Ina)

(ind')

Purlin 8/ Type A

1.073

Upper 8/Type 8

1.45

Member/Type

Lower 8/Type 8 8.7
2.

I

6

(Ina)

(deg.)

0.0019

0.7964 11.9071

0.7964

0.00064 0.0019

18.341
-—

0.7964

0.04573 0.0019

··

Y

A load of 40 plf will be used In the analysis. As discussed in Section
2.2.1, this load has to be divided into a uniform applied torque and a
uniform distributed load applied to the Type A members.
The uniform applied torque on both purlins is calculated:
MX = W(bf/3)

(8.2)

where
W

= 40 plf

bf

= 2.97 II"l

therefore

MX =

= 3.3 lb-ft/ft

l
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l

The uniform distributed load will have two components applied
inthe
direction of the principal axes for the cross section (y and z).
Refer to Figure B.1 for geometry. These components can be
calculated using the following equations:
Wy = W cosß

(B.3)

WZ = W sinß

(B.4)

where
W

= 40 plf

ß

= Angle to principal axis

therefore
Wy
WZ

= 40 (cos 18.396) = 37.96 plf
= 40 (sin 18.396) = 12.62 plf

Now that the member properties and the applied loads are known,
the model was analyzed using ABAQUS (see Section 2.2.1). Figure
B.4 contains the input data file used to do the analysis of the
system.

From the analysis, the maximum deflection (node 7) of the system is
known and the corresponding stiffness can be calculated:

KSS = l
^ss

_

_

_

_
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where
W

= 40 plf

ASS

= Maximum deflection of the standing seam system from

model.
therefore

KSS

888 Ib/in

c. Calculate WSS
Equation 8.1 can now be evaluated to calculate the predicted failure load
of the system:
WSS = 199 x888/1,624 = 109 plf

(The actual failure load was 85.8 plf.)

I
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(a) Purlin #1

GEOMETRY OF CROSS·SECTION
]°_oo

Bottom

0.7500 in.

0.7813 in.

Flange widths

2.9688 in.

2.5938 in.

Radii
Lip to flange
Flange to web

0.3125 in.
0.2330 in.

0.3125 in.
0.2330 in.

Vertical lip dimensions

78.0000 deg. 78.0000 deg.

Lip angles

8.0625 in.

Total purlin depth

0.0690 in.

Purlin thickness

Material Properties
56.6 ksi

Material yield stress

29500.0 ksi

Modulus of elasticity

General
Flat width of compression flange
Gross moment of inertia

2.3579 in.
9.91 in.4

1986 AISI Procedure
Flange is not fully effective

Effective flange width
Effective moment of inertia
Allowable flexural capacity

1.7528 in.
8.87 in.4
71.46 kip-in

Figure B.2 Strength Calculations, Test R2/2-R-1, Continued

l
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(b) Purlin #2
GEOMETRY OF CROSS·SECTlON
Loo

Bottom

0.7813 in.
0.7188 in.
80.0000 deg. 79.0000 deg.

Vertical Iip dimenslons
Lip angles
Flange widths

2.9688 in.

2.6250 in.

Radii
Lip to flange
Flange to web

0.3125 in.
0.2330 in.

0.3125 in.
0.2330 in.

8.0625 in.

Total purlin depth

0.0725 in.

Purlin thickness

Material Properties

56.6 ksi
29500.0 ksi

Material yield stress
Modulus of elasticity

General
Flat width of compression flange

Gross moment of inertia

2.3402 ln.

10.37 in.4

1986 AISI Procedure
Flange is not fully effective

Effective flange width

Effective moment of inertia

Allowable flexural capacity

1.7499 ln.

9.31 in.4

74.78 kip-in

Figure B.3 Strength Calculations, Test R2/2-R-1
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APPENDIX C
STRESS CORRELATION SAMPLE CALCULATIONS
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93

Calculate the predicted failure load in plf for test No. R2/2-R-1 (see Table
1.1) using the stress correlation approach.
Span: 20 ft
Flestraint Configuration:

Supports

'

Purlin Data: See Figure C.1 for cross section dimensions and properties

Yield Stress: 56.6 ksi
The predicted failure load for a standing seam system using this approach can be
calculated using the following equation:

T

wSSmax
Like the previous method, it is necessary to calculate the allowable flexural

capacity for the purlins cross-sections using the local buckling provisions of the
1986 AISI specitication and analyze the system using the mathematical model to
calculate the maximum positive moment of the cross—section.
8.

Calculate fA|SI

1.

Using the dimensions in Figure C.1, an allowable flexural capacity
for both cross-sections was calculated (see Figures C.2 and C.3).
The minimum of both capacities will be used in the calculations.
From Figure C.2:

94
MAISI = 71.46 k·lf°|

The corresponding stress at point A of the cross-section (see Figure
2.14) due to this allowable flexural capacity can be calculated using
the following equation:

Musi C
fA|S| ..· Teff

(C-?)

where
M AISI = allowable flexural capacity using local buckling provisions
of the 1988 AISI Specification
C

= distance from centroid to extreme compression fiber of

the cross-section

lei)

= effective moment of inertia of the cross-section (see
Figure C.2)

Therefore
Z 71.46(8.06-4.03) —-

b.

32.47 kS|·

Calculate fmax
1.

Since this system was already analyzed in Appendix B using the
mathematical model, the maximum moment in the cross-section

due to the nominal load of 40 plf are known:

MZ = 22.54 k-in

My = 5.968 k-in

(

95
These moments are about the principal axis of the cross-section,
refer to Figure C.1 for the geometry. Now that the applied
moments, dimensions and section properties of the cross-secction
are known (Fig. C.1), the stress at point A of the cross—section can
be calculated using the following equation:

-

|

-

fXX=Z+y
lzly-lzy

lZIy·lZy

(Q3)

Therefore, Umax at point A:
(—4.123)1.27 (—23.53)3.82
fxx = 0.7645 + 11.3487 = 14’8 RSI·

c.

Calculate WSS
The predicted failure load for the R2/2-Ft-1 system using Equation C.1 is:

WSS = 32.47
14.8 x 40 = 86.1 plf
(The actual failure load was 85.8 plf.)

I
II
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2.97

Purlin #1

I

*0.75

I
.233

Z

lv

ß
\

.069
780

0.78

I

.313

.233
I

2.59

I

EX (inL) = 0.0016

Properties: Span (ft) = 20.0
Area (inz) = 1.0225
B(deg) = 18.3960

It: (if) = 0.7635
(inI7)
= 11.3387
I;

2.97

Purlin #2

Z\

. 33

-313

0.72

807
Tt

.0725

79 O

8.06

8.06

.313

M8I

2.63

Properties:

I

Span (ft) = 20.0
Area (in2) = 1.0730

Ix.; ($171 = ·0Ül9
Ei; (in'? = 0.7963

B(deg) = 18.3310

IZ (inf} = 11.9071

Figure C.1

Measured Purlin Dimensions and Calculated
Properties, Test R2/2-R·1
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(a) Purlin #1

GEOMETRY OF CROSS-SECTION

Vertical Iip dimensions
Lip angles

'Loo

Bottom

0.7500 in.

0.7813 in.

2.9688 in.

2.5938 in.

0.3125 in.
0.2330 in.

0.3125 in.
0.2330 in.

78.0000 deg. 78.0000 deg.

Flange widths

Radii

Lip to flange
Flange to web
Total purlin depth

8.0625 in.

Purlin thickness

0.0690 in.
Material Properties
56.6 ksi
29500.0 ksi

Material yield stress
Modulus ofelasticity

General
Flat width of compression flange
Gross moment of inertia

2.3579 in.
9.91 in.4

1986 AISI Procedure

Flange is not fully effective

Effective flange width

Effective moment of inertia
Allowable flexural capacity

1.7528 in. 4
8.87 in.
71.46 kip-in

Figure C.2 Strength Calculations, Test R2/2-R-1, Continued

98

.

(¤) purlin #2

Ü

GEOMETRY OF CROSS-SECTION

Verticallip dimensions
Lip angles

P

@

Bottom

0.7188 in.

0.7813 in.

0.3125 in.
0.2330 in.

0.3125 in.
0.2330 in.

80.0000 deg. 79.0000 deg.
2.9688 in.
2.6250 in.

Flange widths

Radii

Lip to flange
Flange to web
Total purlin depth
Purlinthickness

8.0625 in.
0.0725 in.

Material Properties
Material yield stress

56.6 ksi

Modulus ofelasticity

29500.0 ksi
General

Flat width of comfression flange
Gross momento inertia

2.3402 in.
10.37 in.4

1986 AISI Procedure

Flange is not fully effective
Effective flange width
Effective moment of inertia
Allowable fiexural capacity

1.7499 in.

9.31 in.4
74.78 kip-in

Figure C.3 Strength Calculations, Test R2/2-R-1

_ _ _ _
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APPENDIX D

BASE TEST SAMPLE CALCULATIONS

99

100

Ä

I

I

Calculate the predicted failure load in plf for test No. P/2—R—2 (see Table
3.7) using the base test method.
Two Spans: 25 ft
Restraint Configuration:

Supports

Purlin Data: See Figures D.1, D.2, D.3 and D.4 for cross section

properties and dimensions

Yield Stress: 55 ksi

The predicted failure load for a multiple span system using this approach can be
calculated using the following equation (see Section 2.4):

Wum = min. of

Mmax(+)

XW

mms: XW
neg

(D.1)

a. Base Test
Span: 25 ft (same as multiple span system)
Restraint Conüguration:

Supports (same as multiple span system)

Purlin Data: See Figures D.1 and D.2 for cross·section properties and

dimensions

Panel Type: pan (same as multiple span system)
The experimental failure load of the base test was:

WUS = 99 plf

101
b. Stiffness Analysis
Using the section properties in Figures D.3, D.4 and a nominal load of 100
plf, a stiffness analysis was done on the multiple span system to determine the
maximum positive moment and the negative moment at the beginning of the lap

at the middle support. From this analysis, the following values were obtained:

MmaX(+) = 50.5 k-in
Mneg = 78.5 k—in

a.

‘

(at beginning of lap)

Calculate Wum
The predioted failure load for a multiple span standing seam system using
Equation D.1 is the minimum of the following two equations:

M
wum = —#ä—
xw
Mmax(+)

(0.16)

Wumneg

where

Mu =
MAISI

2

= äéägx 12 = 92.81 k-in

= allowable flexural capacity of the cross-section using the local
buckling provisions of the 1986 AlSl Specification (see Figure
D.2) = 119.7 k—in

Mmax(+)

= 50.5 k-in

Mneg

= 78.5 k—in

W

= 100 plf

102

Evaluating Equation D.1a:

Wum = 92.81
50.5 x 100 = 183.8 plf
Evaluating Equation D.1b:

Wum = 119.7
78.5 x 100 = 152.5 plf (controls)
Therefore,
The predicted failure load for Test No. P/2-R—2 is:

Wum = 152.5 plf
(The actual failure load was 143.5 plf.)

·

l

103(a)
Purlin #1

GEOMETRY OF CROSS-SECTION

Bottom

Log

1.0900 in.
1.2100 in.
62.0000 deg. 61.0000 deg.

Vertical lip dimensions
Lip angles
Flange widths

2.6100 in.

3.0000 in.

Radii
Lip to flange
Flange to web

0.3125 in.
0.3750 in.

0.3440 in.
0.3750 in.

9.9500 in.
0.0770 in.

Total purlin depth
Purlin thickness

‘

Material Properties

55.0 ksi

Material yield stress

Modulus of elastioity

29500.0 ksi

General
Flat width of compression flange

Gross moment of inertia

1.8113 in.

19.26 in.4

1986 AlSl Procedure
Flange is not fully effective
Effective flange width
Effective moment of inertia

1.6578 in.
18.88 in.4

Allowable flexural capacity

120.02 kip—in

Figure D.1 Strength Calculations, Test P/2-R-1, Continued
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l

(b) Purlin #2

GEOMETRY OF CROSS-SEOTION
@

Bottom

1.1700 in.
1.0400 in.
61.0000 deg. 62.0000 deg.

Vertical lip dimensions
Lip angles
Flange widths

2.6700 in.

2.9400 in.

Radii
Lip to flange
Flange to web

0.3125 in.
0.3750 in.

0.3125 in.
0.3750 in.

Total purlin depth
Purlin thickness

Q

9.9400 in.
0.0770 in.

Material Properties
Material yield stress
Modulus of elasticity

55.0 ksi
29500.0 ksi

.

General
Flat width of compression flange
Gross moment of inertia

1.8781 in.
19.11 in.4

1986 AISI Procedure
Flange is not fully effective
Effective flange width
Effective moment of inertia
Allowable flexural capacity

1.7457 in.
18.80 in.4
119.7 kip—in

Figure D.2 Strength Calculations, Test P/2·R·1

..

J
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.2.625I
·

Purlin #1

North Span

.3750 438 73.,

Z

063

\

9.875

0.0720

1.125

.3750

I ‘3.0
Span (ft) =

Properties:

3

66° .6360 ,

‘

I

Ix(in“) = 0-0019

25_0

Iyrirft)
Tz<i¤“) = 0.8061

Area (U12) = 1.0735

5(deg) =

= ll·998‘

18.3015
2{

Purlin #2
North Span

I

Z-\ 6\

'I

.3750

1.0

0.0720

g_g38

O

l_O I:f¥&{§T°38937s
I ‘3.0

1

I

25.0

IX(in°‘) = 0.0019

Area (i¤Z) =

1.0712

1}·(in'*) =

5(d€g) =

18.2392

1Z(inL‘) = 11.9573

Properties: Span (ft:) =

0.8022

Figure D.3 Measured Purlin Dimensions and Calcuiated
Properties, Test P/2-R-2, Continued
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Purlin #1

2.5

South Span

. 750

.

Q_06

\

9.938

0.071
65°

4380

.3750

G 3.0
Properties:

G
1x(1¤“)

Span (ft) =
Area (1112) =

25,0
1,1033

8(deg) =

18.2105

i

=
Iy(j_¤l°) =

0.0021
0.8190

IZ(in“) =

142030

(Y

Purlin #2

2.675

South Span

3750

QZ

l'O8

0.0720

1.125

69°

9.875

.3438·37$°
Ga 3.0 G

.

Properties:

Span (ft) = 25·0

Ix (ink) =

Area (iuz) = 1.1143

Iy (in°) = 0.8279

8(deg) =

Figure D.4

18.1585

{Z (in°) =

0.0021
12.4196

Measured Purlin Dimensions and Calculated
Properties, Test P/2-R·2, Continued
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APPENDIX E
PROPEFITIES OF TESTS IN TABLE 1.1
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108

Purlin #1

I
.
Z~$

2.97
I

.233

B

.616 „ ’8°

.75

\

8.06

.069

*

78;

.313

*233
I 2.59 I

0.78
Properties:

Span (ft) = 20.0

IX (ing) = 0.0016

Area (ing) = 1.0225

IV (ing) = 0.7615

$(deg) = 18.3960

IZ (ing) = 11.3187

2.97
Purlin #2

Z ‘\

. 33

B
\

_

-313 30°
U

/
79‘

0.72

.0725

.313

.233
I

2.63

I

Properties: Span (ft) = 20.0

Area (ing) = 1.0730
$(deg) =
18.3110

Figure E.1

8.06

1X (inh) = .00Ä9

Iy (in;) = 0.7?51
IZ (in°) = 11.§371

Measured Purlin Dimensions and Calculated
Properties, Test R2/2-R-1
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(a) Purlin #1
GEOMETRY OF CROSS·SECTlON

Bottom
loo
0.7500 in.
0.7813 in.
78.0000 deg. 78.0000 deg.

Vertical lip dimensions
Lip angles
Flange widths

2.9688 in.

2.5938 in.

Radii
Lip to flange
Flange to web

0.3125 in.
0.2330 in.

0.3125 in.
0.2330 in.

8.0625 in.

Total purlin depth

0.0690 in.

Purlinthickness

Material Properties

56.6 ksi

Material yield stress

Modulus of elasticity

29500.0 ksi

General
Flat width of comfression flange
Gross momento inertia

2.3579 in.
9.91 in.4

1986 AISl Procedure
Flange is not fully effective
Effective flange width
Effective moment of inertia
Allowable flexural capacity

1.7528 in.
8.87 in.4
71.46 kip—in

Figure E.2 Strength Calculatlons, Test R2/2-R-1, Continued

I

I
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(b) Purlin #2
GEOMETRY OF CROSS·SECTlON
[oo

Vertical lip dimensions
Lip angles

0.7188 in.
0.7813 in.
80.0000 deg. 79.0000 deg.

Flange widths
Radii

Lip to flange
Flange to web
Total purlin depth
Purlin thickness

2.9688 in.

2.6250 in.

0.3125 in.
0.2330 in.

0.3125 in.
0.2330 in.

8.0625 in.
0.0725 in.

Material Properties
56.6 ksi

Material yield stress

Modulus of elasticity

29500.0 ksi
General

Flat width of compression flange
Gross moment of inertia1

2.3402 in.
10.37 in.4

1986 AISI Procedure

Flange is not fully effective
Effective flange width
Effective moment of inertia
Allowable flexural capacity

Bottom

1.7499 in.
9.31 in.4
74.78 kip-in

Figure E.3 Strength Calculations, Test R2/2-R-1
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l\{
Purlin #1

/

2.63

0.88

1***-]
„

Z

B

7\ VTTTs

233.313 ( 77“ "

]

:

\

.072

8.09

0
.313
0.691%
.233
2.96 I
Properties:

Span (ft) = 20.0

1x(in°) = .0019

Area (inz) = 1.0735

Iv(in7) = .8061

5 (deg) = 18.3015

IZ(in7) = 11.9986

PL1I'li1’1•

Z

‘

I

gO.78

1

233.313

790

\

.072
78

O

.313

0.75I|
Properties:

Figure E.4

2.96

8.09

I
|

Span (ft) = 20.0
Area (inz) = 1.0712

1x(in“) = .0019
1y(in“) = 0.8022

3(deg) = 18.2392

1Z(in“) = 11.9573

Measured Purlin Dimensions and Caiculated
Properties, Test P1 /2-R-1

1
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(a) Purlin #1

GEOMETRY OF CROSS-SECTION
Ioo
0.8750 in.

Bottom
0.6880 in.

Flange widths

2.6250 in.

2.9380 in.

Radii
Lip to flange

0.3125 in.

Vertical Iip dimensions
Lip angles

77.0000 deg. 79.0000 deg.

Flange to web

0.2330 in.

Total purlin depth
Purlin thickness

0.3125 in.

0.2330 in.

8.0940 in.
0.0720 in.
Material Properties

Material yield stress

56.6 ksi

Modulus of elasticity

29500.0 ksi

General
Flat width of compression flange
Gross moment of inertia

2.0142 in.
10.44 in.4

1986 AlSI Procedure
Flange is not fully effective

Effective flange width

Effective moment of inertia
Allowable flexural capacity

1.7092 in. 4
9.75 in.
77.65 kip-in

Figure E.5 Strength Calculatlons, Test P1 /2-R-1 , Continued

_

GEOMETRYOFCROS -SECTIONlog
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i

(b) Purlin #2

B tt m
Vertical Iip dimensions
Lip angles

0.7810 in.

0.7500 in.

2.6250 in.

2.9380 in.

79.0000 deg. 78.0000 deg.

Flange widths

Radii

Lip to flange

0.3125 in.

Flange to web

0.3125 in.

0.2330 in.

Total purlin depth

0.2330 in.

8.0940 in.

Purlin thickness

0.0720 in.

Material Properties

Material yield stress

56.6 ksi

Modulus of elasticity

29500.0 ksi

General
Flat width of compression flange

Gross moment of inertia

‘

2.0030 in.

10.41 in.4

1986 AlSl Procedure
Flange is not fully effective
Effective flange width

Effective moment of inertia

Allowable flexural capacity

1.6137 in.

9.54 in.4

74.46 kip-in

Figure E.6 Strength Calculations, Test P1/2-R-1

‘
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I

I

Y
_ 2.94
‘

Purlin #1

O°6”Q

ZI

0.072
-313

800

0.84

I

Spam (ft) = 20.0

IX

·

(in“)

Area (inä) = 1.0657
8<«1eg> = 18.2s99

12 (1111+) = 12.8111+

233-313 790

B

\

2.97

8.03

0.073
'°

0.78

I 2.59
Properties:

= 0.0019

(in“) = 0.7863
Iy

.

Z

I

'”733

I 2.63
Properties:

I8.06
‘

I

Span (ft) = 20.0

IX (in7) = 0.0019

Area (in”) = 2.0789

IV (in ) = 0.8079

B(deg) = 18.5396

IZ

1

I1

(im;)

= 11.9048

Figure E.7 Measured Purlin Dimensions and Calculated
Properties, Test R2/2-T·1
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I“

(a) Purlin #1

GEOMETRY OF CROSS-SECTION
Bottom
Ioo
0.8438 in.
0.6875 in.
79.0000 deg. 80.0000 deg.

Vertical lip dimensions
Lip angles

Flange widths
Radii

Lip to flange
Flange to web

I

2.9375 in.

2.6250 in.

0.3125 in.
0.2330 in.

0.3125 in.
0.2330 in.

8.0625 in.
0.0720 in.

Total purlin depth
Purlin thickness

Material Properties

56.6 ksi

Material yield stress

Modulus of elasticity

29500.0 ksi

General
Flat width of compression flange

Gross moment of inertia

2.3155 in.

10.30 in.4

1986 AISI Procedure
Flange is not fully effective
Effective flange width
Effective moment of inertia
Allowable flexural capacity

1.7168 in.

9.23 in.4

73.63 kip—in

Figure E.8 Strength Calculations, Test R2/2-T-1, Continued

l

l

i
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(b) Purlin #2
GEOMETRY OF CROSS-SECTION

Vertical lip dimensions
Flange widths

Radii

2.9688 in.

2.5938 in.

0.3125 in.

(

Flange to web

Bottom
0.7813 in.

79.0000 deg. 76.0000 deg.

Lip angles

Lip to flange

'Loo
0.7500 in.

0.2330 in.

8.0313 in.

Total purlin depth

0.0730 in.

Purlin thickness

Material Properties
56.6 ksi
29500.0 ksi

Material yield stress
Modulus of elasticity

General
Flat width of comfpression flange

Gross moment o inertia

2.3450 in.

10.36 in.4

1986 AISI Procedure
Flange is not fully effective

Effective flange width

Effective moment of inertia

Allowable flexural capacity

1.7921 in. 4
9.34 in.
75.67 kip—in

Figure E.9 Strength Calculations, Test R2/2-T-1

0.3438 in.

0.2330 in.

1
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Purlin #1

2.97
1

1

0.75

\

0.07£5

.

760

.313

.233

1
Properties:

8.06

1

Span (ft) = 20.0

Area (in2) = 1.1033
S(aeg> = 18.2106

I„<(inh) = 0.0021

/Y

I_‘_(inL‘) = 0.8190
1é(1n°) = 12.2030

_·2„Q£.

¢

0.76
.233

Z

.313\ 80 O

\

/

770
0.78

8.06

.313
.23
1 2.63

Properties:

0.075

1

Span (ft) = 20.0

1X(in°) = 0.0021

Area (in2) = 1.11i3

1._.(ing) = 0.8279

g(deg) = 18.1585

1Z(in7) = 12.L196

Figure E.10 Measured Purlin Dimensions and Calculated
Properties, Test P1/2-T·1
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(a) Purlin #1
GEOMETRY OF CROSS-SECTION
Too

Vertical lip dimensions

0.7500 in.

Lip angles

l
Bottom

l

0.7813 in.

l

79.0000 deg. 76.0000

deg.Flange
widths
2.9690 in.
2.5630 in.

Radii

Lip to flange

0.3125 in.

Flange to web

0.2330 in.

Total purlin depth

0.3125 in.

0.2330 in.

8.0625 in.

Purlin thickness

0.0745 in.

Material Properties

Material yield stress
Modulus of elasticity

56.6 ksi
29500.0 ksi
General

Flat width of comfression flange

Gross moment o inertia

2.3425 in.

10.63 in.4

1986 AISI Procedure
Flange is not fully effective

Effective flange width

Effective moment of inertia
Ailowable tlexural capacity

1.8095 in. 4
9.61 in.

77.76 kip-in

Figure E.11 Strength Calculations, Test P1/2-T-1, Continuedl

l
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(b) Purlin #2
GEOMETRY OF CROSS·SECTION
Bottom
loo
0.7500 in.
0.7813 in.
80.0000 deg. 77.0000 deg.

Vertical lip dimensions
Lip angles

n

Flange widths

2.9375 in.

2.6250 in.

Radil
Lip to flange
Flange to web

0.3125 in.
0.2330 in.

0.3125 in.
0.2330 in.

Total purlin depth
Purlin thickness

8.0940 in.
0.0750 in.

Material Properties

Material yield stress
Modulus of elasticity

56.6 ksl
29500.0 ksl
General

Flat width of compression flange

Gross moment of inertia

2.3043 in.4

10.82 in.4

1986 AISI Procedure
Flange is not fully effective

Effective flange width
Effective moment of inertia
Allowable flexural capacity

1.7979 in.
9.81 in.4
78.74 kip-in

Figure E.12 Strength Calculations, Test P1/2-T-1

I
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__

2.91
V*-————•j

‘

__

Purlin *1

0.7-

Q

Q
Q

0.072

8.Q 06

78O 0.365 .233
0.81Q
2.63 Q
Properties:

Q

Q

Span (ft) = 20.0
Area (ini) = 1.0636

Ix (in“) = 0.00l9
IV (inh) = 0.7516
11.7335
IZ

g(d0g) = 13_Q511

2.91+
Q"‘*"Q

Z *\

B

.233 _3l3 89C

0.72

\

0.81

800

.313

0.073

8.09

.233

Q 2.63 Q
Properties:

Span (ft) = 20.0

Ix (inb) = .00ÄÖ

Area (1112) = 1.0832

IX.

3(deg) = 18.0696

IZ (ir?) = 12.Z3i1

(in;)

= Ü.75'?‘O

Figure E.13 Measured Purlin Dimensions and Calculated
Properties, Test R2/2-M-1

121(a)
Purlin #1
GEOMETRY OF CROSS-SECTION
@
Vertical lip dimensions
Lip angles

Bottom

0.7188 in.
0.8125 in.
80.0000 deg. 78.0000 deg.

Flange widths

Radii

Lip to flange
Flange to web
Total purlin depth
Purlin thickness

2.9063 in.

2.6250 in.

0.3428 in.
0.2330 in.

0.3438 in.
0.2330 in.

8.0625 in.
0.0720 in.

Material Properties

Material yield stress

56.6 ksi

Modulus of elasticity

29500.0 ksi

General
Flat width of comtpression flange

Gross momento inertia

2.2532 in.

10.25 in.4

1986 AISI Procedure
Flange is not fully effective
Effective flange width

Effective moment of inertia
Allowable flexural capacity

1.6918 in.

9.24 in.4

73.90 kip-in

II
Figure E.14 Strength Calculations, Test R2/2-M-1, Continued

:
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(b) Purlin
#2GEOMETRY
OF CFiOSS·SECTlON
Too

Vertical Iip dimensions
Lip angles

Bottom

0.7188 in.
0.8125 in.
80.0000 deg. 80.0000 deg.

Flange widths

2.9375 in.

Radii
Flange to web

0.2330 in.

Lip to flange

0.3125 in.

Total purlin depth

2.6250 in.
0.3125 in.

0.2330 in.

8.0938 in.

Purlin thickness

0.0730 in.

Material Properties
Material yield stress

56.6 ksi

Modulus of elasticity

29500.0 ksi
General

Flat width of compression flange
Gross moment of inertia

2.3080 in.
10.52 in.4

1986 AISI Prooedure
Flange is not fully effective

Effective flange width
Effective moment of inertia
Allowable flexural capacity

1.7483 in.
9.47 in.4
75.70 kip-in

Figure E.15 Strength Calculations, Test R2/2-M-1
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Purlin #1

2.94

1

[0.73
1

°233.313\?8O”x

Z

.073

.3130‘

g

18.06

;.L
2.63 I

I

Properties:

1x(inL) = 0.002

Span (ft) = 20.0

Area (inz) = 1.0832
8(deg) = 18.2635

1y(in“) = 0.8071
= 12.0215

\

I

.073
777

.313

0.76I£
I
Properties:

I8.06

J3 #_
2.56

Span (ft) = 20.0

I

(in;) = 1.0797
Area
€(deg) = 16.1262

= .0019

Iy (in;) = 0.7964
12 (16*1 = 11.0233

Figure E.16 Measured Purlin Dimensions and Calcuiated
Properties, Test P1 /2-M-1

124(a)
Purlin #1

l

GEOMETRY OF CROSS-SECTION
bo

Vertical lip dimensions
Lip angles

Bottom

0.7500 in.
0.7810 in.
80.0000 deg. 76.0000 deg.

Flange widths

Radii

Lip to flange

Flange to web

2.9380 in.

2.6250 in.

0.3125 in.

0.3125 in.

0.2330 in.

Total purlin depth

0.2330 in.

8.0680 in.

Purlin thickness

0.0730 in.

Material Properties
Material yield stress
Modulus of elasticity

56.6 ksi
29500.0 ksi

General
Flat width of compression flange

Gross moment of inertia

2.3085 in.

10.48 in.4

1986 AISI Procedure
Flange is not fully effective
Effective flange width

Effective moment of inertia
Allowable flexural capacity

1.7754 in.

9.46 in.4

76.05 kip-in

Flgure E.17 Strength Calculations, Test P1 /2-M-1, Continued

_
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(b) Purlin #2

I(

GEOMETRY OF CROSS-SECTION
[oo
Bottom
0.7500 in.
0.7810 in.
81.0000 deg. 77.0000 deg.

Vertical lip dimensions
Lip angles
Flange widths

2.9690 in.

2.5630 in.

Radii
Lip to flange
Flange to web

0.3125 in.
0.2330 in.

0.3125 in.
0.2330 in.

Total purlin depth

8.0630 in.

Purlin thickness

0.0730 in.

Material Properties
Material yield stress
Modulus of elasticity

56.6 ksi
29500.0 ksi

General
Flat width of compression flange
Gross moment of inertia

2.3338 in.
10.40 in.4

1986 AISI Procedure

Flange is not fully effective
Effective flange width

Effective moment of inertia
Allowable flexural capacity

1.7714 in.

9.37 in.4

75.74 kip-in

Figure E.18 Strength Calculations, Test P1 /2-M-1
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2.9;

Pprlin ==1

g-•-;_,,,

1

A
North Span

Z\

.2 33 .313

B

I

0.72

80 ° Ä

\

0.072

27 0

.3;;

.233

0.78
I
Properties:

8.06

2.66

I

Span (ft) = 23.0

0.0019

Area (in2) = 1.0669

= 0.7950

€(deg) = 18.2531

Purlin

IZ(in°) = 11.8301

*22.9;

North Span

I

Z‘\

I

233313 799

B

0.0725

0.81

780

.313

8.06

*23

I 2.66
Properties:

,72

I

Span (ft) = 23.0
.:.186 <i¤2> = 1.0772

Ix (in2)= 0.0019
1y(1l”1L3)= 0.8066

Ä
I

B(deg) = 18.3530

IZ (inh)= 11.9653

[

Figure E.19 Measured Purlin Dimensions and Calculated

I

Properties, Test R3/2·R·3, Continued
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I

I
V‘L“€j3

Purlin *1

I

Center Span

0.81
'

Z\

7
3-33-313
QT? 1

B
\

0.0735

_

77C

.366

0.75

.233

1 2.91
Properties:

8.06

1
IX(i¤3) = 0-0020

Span (ft) = 23.0

Aféä (in3) = 1.0901
B(deg) = 18.2603

Purlin *2
1

Center Span

IT(in“) = 0.8156
IZ(in3) = 12.0635

2-6f
1

R2

\

0.721

78 O

.313

.073

*233

1 2.96
Properties:

8.06

1

Span (ft) = 23.0

IX(i¤7)

= 0.0020

Area (ini) = 1.0833

Iy(in3) = 0.8CT6

3(deg) = 18.2976

IZ(in5) = 12.C150

Figure E.20 Measured Ourlin Dimensions and Calculated

Properties, Test R3/2-R-3, Continued
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2.91

1

Purlin *1
South Span

I
.233

Z\

B

0.72
I

—I’*

.313 . 1 780

\

8.03

0.073

-

79 0

.3&£+

0.91

I
Properties:

.233

2.63

I
1x(iT18) = Ü-0020

Span (ft) = 23.0

Ty(i¤8) = O·8l25

Area (inz) = 1.08!+1

IZ<i¤“>

5(deg) = 18.&315

= 11~9¢l¢

Purlin #291

South Span

Z~\

OJ5
.233

B

.281 80

0.073

70°.

.36l+

0.81

I
Properties:

C

8.06

.233
2.63

I

Span (ft) = 23.0

Area (ing-) = 1.0808
5(deg) = 18.1372

Ix(in0) = 0.0020

1

= 0.7978

I

IZ(in8) = 11.938L

I

I

Figure E.21 Measured Puriin Dimensions and Calculated
Properties, Test R3/2-R·3
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(a) Purlin #1, North Span

GEOMETRY OF CROSS·SECTION
Log

Vertical lip dimensions
Lip angles

Bottom

0.7188 in.
0.7813 in.
80.0000 deg. 77.0000 deg.

Flange widths

2.9380 in.

2.6560 in.

Radii
Lip to flange
Flange to web

0.3125 in.
0.2330 in.

0.3438 in.
0.2330 in.

Total purlin depth
Purlin thickness

8.0625 in.
0.0720 in.

Material Properties

Material yield stress
Modulus of elasticity

56.6 ksi
29500.0 ksi
General

Flat width ofcompression flange

Gross moment of inertia

2.3104 in.

10.32 in.4

1986 AISI Procedure

Flange is not fully effective
Effective moment of inertia
Effective flange width

Allowable flexural capacity

1.7369 in.

9.27 in.4

74.21 kip—in

Figure E.22 Strength Calculatlons, Test R3/2-R-3, Continued

I

II

I

II
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(b) Purlin #2, North Span
GEOMETRY OF CROSS—SECTlON
Too

Vertical Iip dimensions
Lip angles

Bottom

0.7188 in.
0.8125 in.
79.0000 deg. 78.0000 deg.

Flange widths

2.9375 in.

2.6563 ln.

Radli
Lip to flange

0.3125 in.

0.3125 in.

Flange to web

0.2330 in.

Total purlin depth
Purlin thickness

0.2330 in.

8.0625 in.
0.0725 in.

Material Properties

Material yield stress
Modulus of elasticity

56.6 ksi
29500.0 ksi
General

Flat width of compression flange
Gross moment of inertia

2.3146 in.
10.42 in.4

1986 AISI Prooedure

Flange is not fully effective

Effective flange width
Effective moment of inertia

Allowable flexural capacity

1.7519 in.
9.38 in.4

74.96 kip-in

Figure E.23 Strength Calculatlons, Test R3/2-Fl-3, Continued
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(c) Purlin #1, Center Span

GEOMETRY OF CFiOSS·SECTION
[oo

Bottom

0.8125 in.

0.7500 in.

Flange widths

2.6250 in.

2.9063 in.

Radii
Lip to flange

0.3125 in.

Vertical lip dimensions
Lip angles

78.0000 deg. 77.0000 deg.

Flange to web

0.2330 in.

Total purlin depth

0.3125 in.

0.2330 in.

7.9700 in.

Purlin thickness

0.0640 in.
Material Properties

Material yield stress

56.6 ksi

Modulus of elasticity

29500.0 ksi

General
Flat width of compression flange
Gross moment of inertia

2.0059 in.
10.52 in.4

1986 AISI Procedure
Flange is not fully effective
Effective flange width
Effective moment of inertia
Allowable flexural capacity

1.6806 in.
9.75 in.4
77.12 kip-in

Figure E.24 Strength Calculations, Test R3/2-R-3, Continued
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(d) Purlin #2, Center Span
GEOMETRY OF CROSS—SECTlON
]'_oQ

Bgttgm
0.8125 in.
0.7188 in.
77.0000 deg. 78.0000 deg.

Vertical Iip dimensions
Lip angles
Flange widths

2.6250 in.

2.9375 in.

Radii
Lip to flange
Flange to web

0.3125 in.
0.2330 in.

0.3125 in.
0.2330 in.

Total purlin depth
Purlin thickness

8.0625 in.
0.0730 in.

U

Material Properties
Material yield stress

56.6 ksi

Modulus of elasticity

29500.0 ksi
General

Flat width of compression flange

Gross moment of inertia

2.0124 in.

10.47 in.4

1986 AISI Procedure
Flange is not fully effective
Effective flange width
Effective moment of inertia
Allowable flexural capacity

1.6785 in.4
9.69 in.
76.61 kip-in

Figure E.25 Strength Calculations, Test R3/2-R-3, Continued1

1
1

1
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2(e)
Purlin #1, South Span

{
l

GEOMETRY OF CROSS-SEOTION

Vertical lip dimensions
Lip angles

[oo

Bottom

0.7500 in.

0.8125 in.

2.9063 in.

2.6250 in.

0.3125 in.

0.3438 in.

82.0000 deg. 79.0000 deg.

Flange widths
Radil
Lip to flange
Flange to web

0.2330 in.

Total purlin depth

0.2330 ln.

8.0625 in.

Purlin thickness

0.0730 in.

Material Properties

Material yield stress
Modulus of elasticity

56.6 ksi
29500.0 ksi
General

Flat width of compression flange
Gross moment of inertia

2.2768 in.
10.41 in.4

1986 AISI Procedure
Flange is not fully effective
Effective flange width

Effective moment of inertia

Allowable flexural capacity

1.7671 in.

9.43 in.4

75.82 kip-in

Figure E.26 Strength Calculations, Test R3/2-R-3, Continued

l
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(f) Purlin #2, South Span

l

GEOMETRY OF CROSS-SECTION

1

1'oo
0.7188 in.

Bottom
0.9063 in.

Flange widths

2.9063 in.

2.6250 in.

Radii
Lip to flange

0.3125 in.

0.3438 in.

Vertical lip dimensions

Lip angles

78.0000 deg. 79.0000 deg.

Flange to web

0.2330 ln.

Total purlin depth

8.0313 in.

Purlin thickness

0.0730 in.

Material Properties

Material yield stress
Modulus of elasticity

56.6 ksi
29500.0 ksi
General

Flat width of comfression flange

Gross moment o inertia

2.2881 in.

10.39 in.4

1986 AISI Procedure

Flange is not fully effective
Effective flange width
Effective moment of inertia
Allowable flexural capacity

1.7591 in.
9.38 in.4
75.14 kip-in

Figure E.27 Strength Calculatlons, Test R3/2-R-3

0.2330 in.
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\
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0.56
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-
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0.010

.233
1

[ 2.59 |

Area (162) = 1.0051
ß(deg) = 17.2261

= 0.6927
Iz(iHL) = 10.9296

Figure E.28 Measured Puriin Dimensions and Calculated
Properties, Test P2/2·R·3, Continued
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1
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I

\
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Properties:

Span (ft) = 23.0

Ix(in“) = 0.0026

Area (inz) = 1.1866

Iy(i¤°) = 0-8901
= 13-1-012

8(deg) = 18.3066

ff

Purlin #2
Center Span

1

2.33

0.72

1

739
\

l

8.06

0.08

810

.313
I

Properties:

.233

2.97

I

Span (ft) = 23.0

IX(in°) = 0.0026

Area (ing) = 1.1822

1.,(in“) = 0.8751

8(deg) = 18.1213

13.0318

Figure E.29 Measured Purlin Dimensions and Calculated
Properties, Test P2/2-R-3, Continued
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I
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Properties:

I
I
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I
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Figure E.30 Measured Purlin Dimensions and Calculated
Properties, Test P2/2-R-3
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138(a)
Purlin #1, North Span
GEOMETRY OF CROSS·SECTlON
1'oo
Bottom
0.7190 in.
0.5630 in.
76.0000 deg. 79.0000 deg.

Vertical lip dimensions
Lip angles
Flange widths

2.9060 in.

2.5940 in.

Fiadii
Lip to flange
Flange to web

0.3130 in.
0.2330 in.

0.3440 in.
0.2330 in.

Total purlin depth
Purlin thickness

8.0900 in.
0.0680 in.

Material Properties

Material yield stress
Modulus of elasticity

56.6 ksi
29500.0 ksi
General

Flat width of comfression flange
Gross moment o inertia

2.3073 in.
9.49 in.4

1986 AISI Procedure
Flange is not fully effective
Effective flange width

Effective moment of inertia

Allowable flexural capacity

1.7214 in.

8.54 in.4

69.37 kip-in

Figure E.31 Strength Calculations, Test P2/2-R-3, Continued
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(b) Purlin #2, North Span

4

GEOMETRY OF CROSS-SECTION
[oo
Bottom
0.6880 in.
0.5630 in.
74.0000 deg. 79.0000 deg.

Vertical Iip dimensions
Lip angles
Flange widths

2.8750 in.

2.5940 in.

Radii
Lip to flange
Flange to web

0.3130 in.
0.2330 in.

0.3440 in.
0.2330 in.

Total purlin depth
Purlin thickness

8.0600 in.
0.0700 in.

Material Properties
Material yield stress

56.6 ksi

Modulus of elasticity

29500.0 ksi
General

1

Flat width of oompression flange
Gross moment of inertia

2.2834 in.
9.63 in.4

1986 AISI Procedure
Flange is not fully effective

Effective flange width

Effective moment of inertia

Allowable flexural capacity

1.7292 in.

8.69 in.4

70.79 kip-in

Figure E.32 Strength Calculations, Test P2/2-R-3, Continued
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(c) Purlin #1, Center Span

GEOMETRY OF CROSS-SECTION
@

Vertical lip dimensions
Lip angles
Flange widths
Radii

0.7190 in.
0.8130 in.
74.0000 deg. 81.0000 deg.
2.9690 in.
2.5940 in.

Lip to flange
Flange to web

Total purlin depth

Purlin thickness

Bgttom

0.3440 in.
0.2330 in.

0.3130 in.
0.2330 in.

8.0600 in.

0.0800 in.

Material Properties

Material yield stress

Moduius of elasticity

56.6 ksi

29500.0 ksi

General

Flat width of comfression flange 1.9615
in.
11.29 in.4

Gross moment o inertia

1986 AISI Procedure
Flange is not fully effective
Effective flange width

Effective moment of inertia
Allowable flexural capacity

1.7242 in.

10.62 in.4

83.77 kip—in

Figure E.33 Strength Calculations, Test P2/2-R·3, Continued
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(d) Purlin #2, Center Span
GEOMETRY OF CFlOSS—SECTlON
Too

Bottom

0.8130 in.
0.7190 in.
73.0000 deg. 81.0000 deg.
2.9690 in.
2.5310 in.

Vertical lip dimensions
Lip angles
Flange widths
Radii
Lip to flange
Flange to web

0.3440 in.
0.2330 in.

Total purlin depth

0.3130 in.
0.2330 in.

8.0600 in.

0.0800 in.

Purlin thickness

Material Properties

56.6 ksi

Material yield stress

29500.0 ksi

Modulus of elasticity

General
Flat width of compression flange
Gross moment of inertia

1.9043 in.
11.22 in.4

1986 AISI Procedure

T

Flange is not fully effective
Effective flange width

Effective moment of inertia

Allowable flexural capacity

1.7383 in.

10.66 in.4

84.28 kip-in

Figure E.34 Strength Calculations, Test P2/2-Ft-3, Continued
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(e) Purlin #1, South Span
GEOMETRY OF CROSS-SECTION
[oo
Vertical Iip dimensions
Lip angles

Bottom

0.8100 in.
0.6900 in.
81.0000 deg. 75.0000 deg.

Flange widths

2.9400 in.

2.5600 in.

Radii
Lip to flange

0.3440 in.

0.3440 in.

Flange to web

0.2330 in.

Total purlin depth
Purlin thickness

0.2330 in.

8.0400 in.
0.0800 in.

Material Properties
Material yield stress

56.6 ksi

Modulus of elastioity

29500.0 ksi

General
Flat width of compression flange
Gross moment of inertia

2.2649 in.
11.09 in.4

1986 AlSl Procedure
Flange is not fully effective
Effective flange width

Effective moment of inertia
Allowable flexural capacity

1.7206 in.

10.05 in.4
82.06 kip-in

Figure E.35 Strength Calculatlons, Test P2/2-R-3, Contlnued

·
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(f) Purlin #2, South Span
GEOMETRY OF CFlOSS—SECTlON
Log

Bottom

0.8100 in.

0.6900 in.

Flange widths

2.9400 in.

2.5600 in.

Radii
Lip to flange

0.3440 in.

0.3440 in.

Vertical lip dimensions
Lip angles

79.0000 deg. 75.0000 deg.

Flange to web
Total purlin depth

0.2330 in.

0.2330 in.

8.0600 in.

0.0800 in.

Purlin thickness

Material Properties

Material yield stress
Modulus of elasticity

56.6 ksi
29500.0 ksi
General

Flat width of compression flange

Gross moment o inertia

2.2775 in.

11.18 in.4

1986 AlSl Procedure
Flange is not fully effective
Effective flange width
Effective moment of inertia

Allowable flexural capacity

1.7406 in.
10.13 in.4

82.61 kip—in

Flgure E.36 Strength Calculatlons, Test P2/2-R-3
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= 0.0020
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Figure E.37 Measured Purlin Dimensions and Calculated

Properties, Test R3/2·T·3, Continued
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Figure E.38 Measured Puriin Dimensions and Calculated
Properties, Test R3/2·T·3, Continued
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I
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Properties:
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Figure E.39 Measured Purlin Dimensions and Calculated

Properties, Test R3/2-T·3
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I
(a) Purlin #1, North Span
GEOMETRY OF CROSS·SECTION
]’_oo

Bottom
0.7500 in.
0.8125 in.
77.0000 deg. 78.0000 deg.

Vertical Iip dimensions
Lip angles
Flange widths
Radii

Lip to flange

Flange to web

‘

2.9063 in.

2.6250 in.

0.3438 in.

0.3125 in.

0.2330 in.

.

0.2330 in.

8.0625 in.
0.0735 in.

Total purlin depth
Purlin thickness

Material Properties
56.6 ksi
29500.0 ksi

Material yield stress
Modulus of elasticity

General
Flat width of oompression flange
Gross moment of inertia

2.2679 in.
10.52 in.4

1986 AISI Procedure

Flange is not fully effective

Effective flange width

Effective moment of inertia

Allowable flexural capacity

1.7643 in.

9.53 in.4

76.67 kip-in

Figure E.40 Strength Calculations, Test R3/2-T-3, Continued
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(b) Purlin #2, North

OF CROSS—SECTlON
SpanGEOMETRY
Bottom
loo
0.7188 in.
0.8125 in.
78.0000 deg. 77.0000 deg.

Vertical Iip dimensions
Lip angles

Flange widths
Radii

Lip to flange

Flange to web g

2.9375 in.

2.8125 in.

0.3125 in.

0.3125 in.

0.2330 in.

Total purlin depth
Purlin thickness

0.2330 in.

8.0625 in.
0.0730 in.
Material Properties

56.6 ksi
29500.0 ksi

Material yield stress
Modulus ofelasticity

General
Flat width of comfression flange

Gross moment o inertia

2.3193 in.

10.69 in.4

1986 AlSl Procedure
Flange is not fully effective
Effective flange width

Effective moment ofinertia

Allowable flexural capacity

1.7668 in.

9.62 in.4

76.21 kip-in

Figure E.41 Strength Calculatlons, Test R3/2-T-3, Continued
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(c) Purlin #1, Center Span

GEOMETRY OF CROSS-SECTION

Vertical lip dimensions
Lip angles

Radli

Lip to flange
Flange to web

Purlin thickness

Bottom

0.7813 in.

0.7188 in.

2.6563 in.

2.9375 in.

0.3438 in.
0.2330 in.

0.3125 in.
0.2330 in.

77.0000 deg. 80.0000 deg.

Flange widths

Total purlin depth

loo

8.0625 in.

0.0720 in.

Material Properties

Material yield stress
Modulus ofelasticity

56.6 ksi
29500.0 ksi

General

Flat width of comfression flange 2.0206
in.4
10.32 in.4

Gross moment o inertia

1986 AISI Procedure
Flange ls not fully effective

Effective flange width

Effective moment of inertia
Allowable flexural capacity

1.5961 in.4
9.41 in.
73.93 kip-in

Figure E.42 Strength Calculatlons, Test R3/2-T-3, Continued
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(d) Purlln #2, Center Span

GEOMETRY OF CROSS—SECTION

Vertical Iip dimensions

Bottom

0.8125 in.

0.7188 in.

2.6563 in.

2.9375 in.

0.3125 in.
0.2330 in.

0.3125 ln.
0.2330 in.

78.0000 deg. 79.0000 deg.

Lip angles

Flange widths
Radii

_

[oo

Lip to flange
Flange to web

8.0625 in.

Total purlin depth

0.0725 in.

Purlin thickness

Material Properties
56.6 ksi

Material yield stress

29500.0 ksi

Modulus of elasticity

General
Flat width of comfression flange

Gross moment o inertia

2.0390 in.

10.41 in.4

1986 AISI Procedure
Flange is not fully effective
Effective flange width
Effective moment of inertia
Allowable flexural capacity

1.6584 in.
9.57 in.4
75.56 kip-in

Flgure E.43 Strength Calculations, Test R3/2-T-3, Continued
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(e) Purlin #1, South Span
GEOMETRY OF CROSS—SECTlON
Bottom
Too
0.7188 in.
0.8125 in.
80.0000 deg. 79.0000 deg.

Vertical Iip dimensions
Lip angles
Flange widths

2.9375 in.

2.5938 in.

Radii
Lip to flange
Flange to web

0.3125 in.
0.2330 in.

0.3125 in.
0.2330 in.

Total purlin depth

8.0625 in.

Purlin thiokness

0.0730 in.

Material Properties
Material yield stress
Modulus ofelastioity

56.6 ksi
29500.0 ksi

General
Flat width of compression flange
Gross moment of inertia

l
2.3080 in. 4
10.40 in.

1986 AlSl Procedure

Flange is not fully effective
Effective flange width

Effective moment of inertia

Allowable flexural capacity

1.7483 in.

9.36 in.4

75.21 kip-in

Figure E.44 Strength Calculations, Test R3/2-T·3
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(f) Purlin #2, South Span

GEOMETRY OF CROSS-SECTION

Vertical Iip dimensions

mo
0.7500 in.

Bottom
0.8125 in.

2.9688 in.

2.6250 in.

77.0000 deg. 76.0000 deg.

Lip angles

Flange widths
Radii

Lip to flange

0.3125 in.

Flange to web

0.2330 in.

Total purlin depth

8.0680 in.

0.0730 in.

Purlin thickness

Material Properties

56.6 ksi
29500.0 ksi

Material yield stress
Modulus of elasticity

General
Flat width of comfpression flange
Gross moment o inertia

2.3562 in.
10.54 in.4

1986 AISI Procedure

Flange is not fully effective
Effective flange width
Effective moment of inertia
Allowable flexural capacity

1.8096 in.4

9.50 in.
76.47 kip-in

Figure E.45 Strength Calculatlons, Test R3/2-T-3

0.3125 in.

0.2330 in.
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Figure E.46 Measured Purlin Dimensions and Calculated
Properties, Test P2/2-T·3, Continued
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Figure E.47 Measured
Purlin Dimensions and
CalculatedProperties,
Test P2/2-T—3, Continued
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Figure E.48 Measured Purlin Dimensions and Calculated

Properties, Test P2/2-T-3
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(a) Purlin #1, North Span
GEOMETRY OF CROSS-SECTION
loo

Bottom

0.8130 in.

0.7190 in.

Flange widths

2.9690 in.

2.5940 in.

Radii
Lip to flange
Flange to web

0.3125 in.
_ 0.2330 in.

0.3440 in.
0.2330 in.

Vertical lip dimensions

81.0000 deg. 74.0000 deg.

Lip angles

8.0630 in.

Total purlin depth

0.0790 in.

Purlin thickness

Material Properties

56.6 ksi
29500.0 ksi

Material yield stress
Modulus of elasticity

General
Flat width of compression flange
Gross moment of inertia

2.3220 in.
11.27 in.4

1986 AISI Procedure
Flange is not fully effective
Effective flange width
Effective moment of inertia
Allowable flexural capacity

1.8897 in.
10.31 in.4
84.26 kip-in

Figure E.49 Strength Calculatlons, Test P2/2-T-3, Continued
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(b) Purlin #2, North Span
GEOMETRY OF CROSS-SECTION
[oo

Bottom

0.7190 in.
0.8130 in.
80.0000 deg. 74.0000 deg.
2.5630 in.
2.9690 in.

Vertical lip dimensions
Lip angles
Flange widths
Radli
Lip to flange
Flange to web

0.3125 in.
0.2330 in.

g

0.3440 in.
0.2330 in.

8.0630 in.

Total purlin depth

0.0785 in.

Purlin thlckness

Material Properties

56.6 ksi
29500.0 ksi

Material yield stress
Modulus of elasticity

General
Flat width of com‘pression flange
Gross moment o inertia

2.3294 in.
11.17 in.4

1986 AISI Procedure

Flange is not fully effective

Effective flange width
Effective moment of inertia

Allowable flexural capacity

1.8930 in. 4
10.21 in.

83.67 kip-in

Figure E.50 Strength Calculations, Test P2/2-T-3, Continued
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(c) Purlin #1, Center Span

GEOMETRY OF CROSS-SECTION

letz
Vertical lip dimensions
Lip angles

0.8125 in.
0.7500 in.
78.0000 deg. 77.0000 deg.

Flange widths

Radii
Lip to flange

Flange to web

Emom

2.6250 in.

0.3125 in.

·

0.2330 in.

Total purlin depth
Purlin thickness

2.9063 in.

0.3125 in.

0.2330 in.

8.0625 in.
0.0735 in.

Material Properties

Material yield stress

56.6 ksi

Modulus ofelasticity

29500.0 ksi

General
Flat width of compression flange

Gross moment of inertia

2.0059 in.

10.52 in.4

1986 AISI Procedure

Flange is not fully effective
Effective flange width

Effective moment of inertia

Allowable flexural capacity

1.6806 in.

9.75 in.4

77.12 kip—in

Figure E.51 Strength Calculations, Test P2/2-T-3, Continued
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(d) Purlin #2, Center Span

GEOMETRY OF CROSS—SECTlON

IQQ

.9119..8m

0.8125 in.

0.7188 in.

Flange widths

2.6250 in.

2.9375 in.

Radii
Lip to flange

0.3125 in.

0.3125 in.

Vertical lip dimensions
Lip angles

77.0000 deg. 78.0000 deg.

Flange to web

0.2330 in.

Total purlin depth
Purlin thickness

0.2330 in.

8.0625 in.
0.0730 in.

Material Properties

Material yield stress

56.6 ksi

Modulus ofelasticity

29500.0 ksi

General
Flat width of compression flange
Gross moment ofinertia

2.0124 in.
10.47 in.4

1986 AlSl Procedure

Flange is not fully effective
Effective flange width
Effective moment of inertia
Allowable flexural capacity

1.6785 in.
9.69 in.4
76.61 kip-in

Figure E.52 Strength Calculations, Test P2/2-T-3, Continued

.
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(e) Purlin #1, South Span
GEOMETRY OF CROSS·SECTlON
Bottom
Q
0.8125 in.
0.6875 in.
81.0000 deg. 75.0000 deg.

Vertical lip dimensions
Lip angles

Flange widths

2.9375 in.

2.5625 in.

Radii
Lip to flange
Flange to web

0.3438 in.
0.2330 in.

0.3438 in.
0.2330 in.

Total purlin depth
Purlin thickness

8.0435 in.
0.0800 in.

Material Properties

Material yield stress

56.6 ksi

Modulus of elasticity

29500.0 ksi

General
L

Flat width of compression flange
Gross moment of inertia

2.2625 in.
11.21 in. 4

1986 AlSl Procedure
Flange is not fully effective
Effective flange width
Effective moment of inertia
Allowable flexural capacity

1.7129 in.
10.10 in.4
82.29 kip-in

Figure E.53 Strength Calculations, Test P2/2-T-3, Continued
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(f) Purlin #2, South Span
GEOMETRY OF CROSS—SECTION
1'_Qp

Qottgm
0.8125 in.
0.6875 in.
79.0000 deg. 75.0000 deg.

Vertical lip dimensions
Lip angles
Flange widths

2.9375 in.

2.5625 in.

Radii
Lip to flange
Flange to web

0.3438 in.
0.2330 in.

0.3438 in.
0.2330 in.

Total purlin depth

8.0625 in.

Purlin thickness

0.0800 in.

Material Properties
Material yield stress
Modulus of elasticity

56.6 ksi
29500.0 ksi

General
Flat width of compression flange

Gross moment o inertia

2.2751 in.

11.29 in.4

1986 AISI Procedure
Flange is not fully effective
Effective flange width
Effective moment of inertia
Allowable flexural capacity

1.7327 in.
10.18 in.4
82.82 kip-in

Figure E.54 Strength Calculatlons, Test P2/2-T-3
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_ .,
2 . 96
Pur lin
#11

I

North Span

I3
.3130.072

77°

x.366

.233

I

2.66

0.7

Properties:

8.06

I

Span (ft) = 23.0
Area (inz) = 1.0669

Ix (inr) = 0.0019
Ey (in*) = 0.T9S0

€(deg) = 18.2531

IZ (in*) = 11.8301

I

Purlin #2

2.96

I

I

0.72

.233

2:

8.06

0.0725

78O

.313

0.81
I
Properties:

.233

2.66

I

Span (ft) = 23.0

Ix (i¤') = 0.0019

Area (mz) = 1.0772

1}- (uv) = 0.6066

3(deg) = 18.3530

IZ (in') = 1Ä.9653

Figure E.55 Measured Purlin Dimensions and Calculated

Properties, Test R3/2·M·3, Continued

_
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2.63

Purlin
Span
1.-1Center

'233.313 789

Z
\

8.06

0.0735
77O

.343
2.91

Properties:

Ix (inh) = 0.0020
(inL‘)
Iy
= 0.8146
IZ (inL‘) = 12.0635

Span (ft) = 23.0
'
Area (in2) = 1.0901
5(deg) = 18.2603

2.63
Purlin #2
-

1

'

Center Span

.233

0.073
789

0.81

770
8.06

.313
I 2.94 I

Properties:

Span (ft) = 23.0

IX (ink) = 0.0020

5(deg) = 18.2974

IZ (inä) = 12.0150

Area (ml) = 1.0833

1}, <i¤’“> = 0.8076

Figure E.56 Measured Purlin Dimensions and Calcuiated
Properties, Test R3/2-M-3, Continued
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Purlin
#1South
Span

.233Z\

8.04

0.080

750

.344

0.60
I
Properties:

.233
2.56

I

Span (ft) = 23.0
(i¤2)
Area
= 1.1762

1x(inb) = 0.0025
1y(1¤°) = 0.8597

£(deg) = 17.9974

1Z(inu) = 12.8797

2.94
I
Purlin #2
South Span

'233 .344

Z ‘\

0.81

I
799

ß

\

.
0.080

0.69

8.06

750 .344'7”33
I 2.56 I

Properties:

Span (ft) = 23.0

1 (inL) = 0.0026

Area (inz) = 1.1788

1 (in°) = 0.8662

5(deg) = 18.0006

1 (in°) = 12.9683

Figure E.57 Measured Purlin Dimensions and Calculated
Properties, Test R3/2-M·3
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(a) Purlin #1, North Span

GEOMEFRY OF CROSS·SECTlON

Vertical Iip dimensions
Lip angles

Ioo
0.7188 in.

Bottom
0.7813 in.

2.9380 in.

2.6560 in.

0.3125 in.

0.3438 in.

80.0000 deg. 77.0000 deg.

Flange widths

Radii

Lip to flange

Flange to web

0.2330 in.

Total purlin depth

0.2330 in.

8.0625 in.

Purlin thickness

0.0720 in.

Material Properties
Material yield stress

56.6 ksi

Modulus of elasticity

29500.0 ksi
General

Flat width of compression flange

Gross moment of inertia

2.3104 in.

10.32 in.4

1986 AISI Procedure
Flange is not fully effective

Effective flange width

Effective moment of inertia

Allowable flexural capacity

1.7369 in.4
9.27 in.
74.21 kip—in

Figure E.58 Strength Calculations, Test R3/2-M-3, Continued

{
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(b) Purlin #2, North Span
GEOMETRY OF CROSS·SECTION
Bgttgm
Log
0.7188 in.
0.8125 in.
79.0000 deg. 78.0000 deg.

Vertical Iip dimensions
Lip angles
Flange widths

2.9375 in.

2.6563 in.

Radii
Lip to flange
Flange to web

0.3125 in.
0.2330 in.

0.3125 in.
0.2330 in.

Total purlin depth

8.0625 in.

Purlin thickness

0.0725 in.

Material Properties

Material yield stress

56.6 ksi

Modulus of elasticity

29500.0 ksi

General
T

Flat width of comfression flange

Gross moment o inertia

2.3146 in.

10.42 in.4

1986 AISI Procedure

Flange is not fully effective

Effective flange width
Effective moment of inertia
Allowable flexural capacity

1.7519 in.
9.38 in.4
74.96 kip—in

Figure E.59 Strength Calculations, Test R3/2-M-3, Continued

l
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(c) Purlin #1, Center Span
GEOMETHY OF CROSS-SECTION
Bottom
Loo
0.8125 in.
0.7500 in.
78.0000 deg. 77.0000 deg.

Vertical lip dimensions
Lip angles
Flange widths

Radii

Lip to flange
Flange to web
Total purlin depth
Purlin thickness

2.6250 in.

2.9063 in.

0.3125 in.
0.2330 in.

0.3438 in.
0.2330 in.

8.0625 in.
0.0735 in.

Material Properties

Material yield stress
Modulus of elasticity

56.6 ksi
29500.0 ksi
General

Flat width of compression flange

Gross moment of inertia

2.0059 in.

10.52 in.4

1986 AISI Procedure

Flange ls not fully effective
Effective flange width

Effective moment of inertia

Allowable flexural capacity

1.6806 in.

9.75 in.4

77.12 kip-in

Figure E.60 Strength Calculatlons, Test R3/2-M-3, Continued
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(d) Purlin #2, Center Span

GEOMETRY OF CROSS-SECTION
[oo

Vertical Iip dimensions
Lip angles

0.8125 in.
0.7188 in.
77.0000 deg. 78.0000 deg.

Flange widths
Radii
Lip to flange
Flange to web

Bottom

‘

Total purlin depth

2.6250 in.

2.9375 in.

0.3125 in.
0.2330 in.

0.3125 in.
0.2330 in.

8.0625 in.

Purlin thickness

0.0730 in.

Material Properties
Material yield stress

56.6 ksi

Modulus of elasticity

29500.0 ksi

General

Flat width of comfression flange

Gross moment o inertia

2.0124 in.

10.47 in.4

1986 AISI Procedure
Flange is not fully effective

Effective flange width
Effective moment of inertia
Allowable flexural capacity

1.6785 in.
9.69 in.4
76.61 kip-in

Figure E.61 Strength Calculations, Test R3/2-M-3, Continued
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(e) Purlin #1, South Span

IQQ
tt m
0.8125 in.
0.6875 in.
81.0000 deg. 75.0000 deg.

Vertical lip dimensions
Lip angles
Flange widths

Radii

Lip to flange
Flange to web
Total purlin depth

2.9375 in.

2.5625 in.

0.3438 in.
0.2330 in.

0.3438 in.
0.2330 in.

8.0435 in.

Purlin thickness

0.0800 in.

Material Properties
Material yield stress

56.6 ksi

Modulus ofelasticity

29500.0 ksi

General
Flat width of

comfression flange
Gross moment
o inertia

2.2625 in.

11.21 in.4

1986 AISI Procedure
Flange is not fully effective
Effective flange width

Effective moment of inertia
Allowable flexural capacity

1.7129 in.

10.10 in.4

82.29 kip-in

Flgure E.62 Strength Calculatlons, Test R3/2-M-3, Continued

i
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(f) Purlin #2, South Span
GEOMETRY OF CROSS-SECTION
@
Bgttgm
0.8125 in.
0.6875 in.
79.0000 deg. 75.0000 deg.

Vertical Iip dimensions
Lip angles
Flange widths

Radii

Lip to flange
‘ Flange
to web

Total purlin depth
Purlin thickness

2.9375 in.

2.5625 in.

0.3438 in.
0.2330 in.

0.3438 in.
0.2330 in.

8.0625 in.
0.0800 in.
Material Properties

Material yield stress
Modulus ofelasticity

56.6 ksi
29500.0 ksi
General

Flat width of comtpression flange 2.2751
in.
11.29 in.4

Gross moment o inertia

1986 AISI Procedure
Flange is not fully effective

Effective liange width
Effective moment of inertia
Allowable flexural capacity

1.7327 in.
10.18 in.4
82.82 kip-in

Figure E.63 Strength Calculations, Test R3/2-M-3
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Purlin #1

I

I
2.94

North SpanZ

‘233.313 s0°1

I

\
I

0.071

’6 O

.344

.213

0.72

2.56

I
Properties:

8.03

I

Span (ft) = 23.0

Ix(in°) = 0.0018

Iy(i¤“)

Area (inz) = 1.0459
3(deg) = 18.1LZl

= 0.7713

IZ(inb) = 11.4534

/4
Purlin #2
North Span

I

2.91
{***-*1

Z

-233 -313 789

B

\

0.69

\

0.072
79 O

.344

-333I
2.63

Properties:

8.06

I

Span (ft) = 23.0

Ix(inL) = 0.0019

Area (inz) = 1.0646

Iy(in“) = 0.7322

5(deg) = 18.0915

IZ(in‘) = 11.7572

Figure E.64 Measured Puriin Dimensions and Calculated
Properties, Test P2/2-M-3, Continued
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2.59
I-•§•7

Purlin #1

0.72

Center Span

\

0.08

810

.313

0.81

.233

I ,2.97

Properties:

8.06

I

Span (ft) = 23.0

Ix(inI") = 0-0026

Area (162) = 1.1866

I,.<i¤“> = 0.8901

6(deg) = 18.3066

IZ(i¤I‘) = 13-1612

Purlin #2

2.53

Center Span

I"**'I

O_72

\

0.08
o

Properties:

.313

8.06

°‘3

Span (ft) = 23.0

[x(j¤;) = 0_Q()g5

Area (in;) = l.182Z

Iv(inh) = 0.8751

5(deg) = 18.12l3

IZ(in—) = 13.0318

Figure E.65 Measured Purlin Dimensions and Calculated
Properties, Test P2/2-M·3, Continued
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*.94

Purlin #1
.

I

South Span

M,
·

I

°'73 3.313\I?7T?x

Z

I
I

0.72

77

.344o

0.81

I

.23

I 2.63
Properties:

I8.06

I

Span (ft) = 23.0
Area (inz) = 1.0683

IX(in“) = 0.0019
Iy(i¤b) = 0-7995

B(deg) = 18.3028

IZ(i¤7)

= 11-8iÖÖ

//

Purlin #2
South Span

2.94

I

'233

Z
*\

B

· 313

0.78

793

\

0.071

760

.344

0.72

I
Properties:

8.06

' 23

2.59

I

Span (ft) = 23.0

IX(in7) = 0.0015

Area (inz) = 1.0485

I;-(im;) = 0.77-9

3(deg) = 18.0981

Iz(i¤L)

= 11-$7-5

Figure E.66 Measured Purlin Dimensions and Calculated
Properties, Test P2/2-M-3
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(a) Purlin #1, North Span

GEOMETRY OF CROSS·SECTlON
Bottom
Loo
0.7188 in.
0.8125 in.
80.0000 deg. 76.0000 deg.

Vertical Iip dimensions
Lip angles

Flange widths

2.9375 in.

2.5625 in.

Radii
Lip to flange
Flange to web

0.3130 in.
0.2330 in.

0.3440 in.
0.2330 in.

8.0313 in.

Total purlin depth

0.0710 in.

Purlin thickness

Material Properties
56.6 ksi

Material yield stress

Modulus of elasticity

29500.0 ksi

GeneralFlat

width of compression flange

Gross moment of inertia

2.3113 in.

9.92 in.4

1986 AISI Procedure
Flange is not fully effective

Effective flange width

Effective moment of inertia

Allowable flexural capacity

1.8028 in.

9.03 in.4

73.98 kip-in

Figure E.67 Strength Calculations, Test P2/2-M-3, continued
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(b) Purlin #2, North Span

GEOMETRY OF CROSS·SECTlON

Vertical Iip dimensions
Lip angles

Log

Bottom

0.6875 in.

0.8438 in.

2.9063 in.

2.8438 in.

78.0000 deg. 79.0000 deg.

Flange widths

Radii

Lip to flange

0.3130 in.

Flange to web

0.2330 in.

Total purlin depth

0.3440 in.

0.2330 in.

8.0625 in.

Purlin thickness

0.0720 in.

Material Properties

Material yield stress

56.6 ksi

Modulus of elasticity

29500.0 ksi

General
Flat width of compression flange

Gross moment of inertia

2.2895 in.

10.43 in.4
‘

1986 AISI Procedure
Flange is not fully effective
Effective flange width
Effective moment of inertia
Allowable flexural capacity

1.7230 in. 4
9.40 in.
74.13 kip-in

Figure E.68 Strength Calculations, Test P2/2-M-3, Continued
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(c) Purlin #1, Center Span

GEOMETRY OF CROSS-SECTION
go

Bottom

0.7190 in.

0.8130 in.

Flange widths

2.5940 in.

2.9690 in.

Radii
Lip to flange
Flange to web

0.3130 in.
0.2330 in.

0.3440 in.
0.2330 in.

Vertical lip dimensions

74.0000 deg. 81.0000 deg.

Lip angles

8.0630 in.

Total purlin depth

0.0800 in.

Purlin thickness

Material Properties

56.6 ksi
29500.0 ksi

Material yield stress
Modulus ofelasticity

General
Flat width of compression flange

Gross moment of inertia

1.9849 in.

11.30 in.4

1986 AISI Procedure

Flange is not fully effective

Effective flange width
Effective moment of inertia

Allowable flexural capacity

1.7565 in.
10.63 in.4

83.95 kip—in

Figure E.69 Strength Calculatlons, Test P2/2-M-3, Continued
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l

(d) Purlin #2, Center
SpanGEOMETRY
OF CROSS-SECTION

Vertical lip dimensions

[oo
0.7190 in.

Bottom
0.8130 in.

0.3440 in.
0.2330 in.

0.3130 in.
0.2330 in.

73.0000 deg. 81.0000 deg.
2.5310 in.
2.9690 in.

Lip angles
Flange widths

Radii
Lip to flange
Flange to web

r

8.0630 in.

Total purlin depth
Purlin thickness

0.0800 in.

Material Properties
56.6 ksl

Material yield stress

Modulus of elasticity

29500.0 ksl
General

Flat width of compression flange

Gross moment of inertia

1.9043 in.

11.23 in.4

1986 AlSl Procedure

Flange is not fully effective
Effective flange width

Effective moment of inertia

Allowable flexural capacity

1.7383 in.

10.67 in.4

84.33 kip—ln

Figure E.70 Strength Calculations, Test P2/2-M-3, Continued
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(e) Purlin #1, South Span

GEOMETRY OF CROSS·SEOTlON
Bottom
Loo
0.7188 in.
0.8125 in.
77.0000 deg. 77.0000 deg.

Vertical lip dimensions
Lip angles
Flange widths

2.9375 in.

2.6255 in.

Radii
Lip to flange

0.3130 in.

0.3440 in.

Flange to web
Total purlin depth

0.2330 in.

0.2330 in.

8.0625 in.

Purlin thickness

0.0720 in.

Material Properties

Material yield stress
Modulus of elasticity

56.6 ksi
29500.0 ksi
General

Flat width of comfression flange
Gross moment o inertia

2.3263 in.
10.24 in.4

1986 AISI Procedure
Flange is not fully effective

Effective flange width

Effective moment of inertia

Allowable flexural capacity

1.7681 in.

9.24 in.4

74.27 kip-in

Figure E.71 Strength Calculations, Test P2/2-M-3, Continued
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(f) Purlln #2, South Span

GEOMETRY OF CROSS-SECTION
[gg
0.7813 in.

Bgttgm
0.7188 in.

Flange widths

2.9375 in.

2.5938 in.

Radii
Lip to flange

0.3130 in.

0.3440 in.

Vertical lip dimensions

79.0000 deg. 76.0000 deg.

Lip angles

Flange to web

0.2330 in.

4
8.0625 in.
0.0710 in.

Total purlin depth
Purlin thiokness

Material Properties
56.6 ksi

Material yield stress

Modulus of elasticity

29500.0 ksi
General

Flat width of compression flange
Gross moment of inertia

2.3170 in.4
10.03 in.4

1986 AISI Procedure
Flange is not fully effective
Effective flange width
Effective moment of inertia
Allowable flexural capacity

1.7890 in.

9.10 in.4
73.94 kip-in

Figure E.72 Strength Calculations, Test P2/2-M-3

0.2330 in.

APPENDIX F

PROPERTIES OF TESTS IN TABLE 3.6
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I
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p

1

Y

Purlin *1

2.72
...330 .3125

Z\

B

62o

1.09

.

\

9.94

.077
.4375

62°

,

.3750

I 3.0
Properties:

I
];X(i¤") =

0_0O1_5

Aféä (1112) = 0.9890

Iy(inL‘) =

0.6924

ß<deg> =

IZ<1¤‘*> =

10.8555

Span (ft) =

25,0

17.3001

lv
1

2_78

Purlin #2

_

1.08
\

9.9L

.077

62°

.3438

1-17I

2.94 I
Properties:

Span (ft) =

25,0

Ix (in") =

O_O0l6

(1112) =
Area
1,0051ß<d6g>

=
Figure F.1

17.2361

I,<1¤*> = 10.9396

Measured Purlin Dimensions and Caiculated

Properties, Test R/2·R-1
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(a) Purlin #1

GEOMETRY OF CROSS-SECTION
Ep

Bottom

1.2100 in.
1.0900 in.
62.0000 deg. 62.0000 deg.

Vertical lip dimensions
Lip angles
Flange widths

2.7200 in.

3.0000 in.

Radii
Lip to flange
Flange to web

0.3125 in.
0.2330 in.

0.4375 in.
0.3750 in.

9.9400 in.

Total purlin depth

0.0770 in.

Purlin thickness

é

Material Properties

55.0 ksi
29500.0 ksi

Material yield stress
Modulus of elasticlty

General
Flat width of comfression flange
Gross moment o inertia

1.8588 in. 4
19.35 ln.

1986 AISI Procedure

Flange is not fully effective

Effective flange width
Effective moment of inertia

1.6984 in. 4
18.96 in.

Allowable flexural capacity

121.28 kip—in

Figure F.2 Strength Calculations, Test R/2-R-1, Continued

1
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(b) Purlin #2

l

GEOMETRY OF CROSS-SECTION
@

Bottom

1.0800 in.

1.1700 in.

Flange widths

2.7800 in.

2.9400 in.

Radii
Lip to flange
Flangeto web

0.4375 in.
0.3750 in.

0.3438 in.
0.3750 in.

Verticallip dimensions

61.0000 deg. 62.0000 deg.

Lip angles

9.9400 in.

Total purlln depth

0.0770 in.

Purlinthickness

Material Properties
55.0 ksi

Material yield stress

29500.0 ksi

Modulus ofelasticity

General
Flat width of compression flange
Gross moment of inertia

1.9881 in.
19.33 in.4

1986 AlSl Procedure

Flange is not fully effective
Effective flange width

1.8005 in.

Allowable flexural capacity

122.05 kip—in

Effective moment of inertia

18.88 in.4

Figure F.3 Strength Calculations, Test R/2-R-1
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Measured Purlin Dimensions and Calculated

Properties, Test P/2-R-1
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185(a)
Purlin #1
GEOMETRY OF CROSS-SECTION
Bottom
@
1.0900 in.
1.2100 in.
62.0000 deg. 61.0000 deg.

Vertical Iip dimensions
Lip angles
Flange widths

2.6100 in.

3.0000 in.

Radii
Lip to flange
Flange to web

0.3438 in.
0.3750 in.

0.3750 in.
0.3750 in.

Total purlin depth
Purlin thickness

9.9500 in.
0.0770 in.
Material Properties

Material yield stress
Modulus ofelasticity

55.0 ksi
29500.0 ksi
General

Flat width of compression flange

Gross moment o inertia

1.8113 in.

19.26 in.4

1986 AISI Procedure
Flange is not fully effective
Effective flange width
Effective moment of inertia

1.6578 in.
18.88 in.4

Allowable flexural capacity

120.02 kip—in

.

Figure F.5 Strength Calculatlons, Test P/2-R-1, Continued
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Q

(b) Purlin #2
GEOMETRY OF CROSS·SECTlON

Vertical lip dimensions
Lip angles

]'_oo

Bottom

1.0400 in.

1.1700 in.

0.4380 in.
0.3750 in.

0.4380 in.
0.3750 in.

61.0000 deg. 62.0000 deg.
2.6700 in.
2.9400 in.

Flange widths

Radii

Lip to flange
Flange to web

Total purlin depth
Purlin thickness

9.9400 in.
0.0770 in.
Material Properties

Material yield stress

Modulus of elasticity

55.0 ksl

29500.0 ksl
General

Flat width of comtpression flange 1.8781 in.4
19.11 in.

Gross moment o inertia

1986 AISI Procedure
Flange is not fully effective
Effective flange width
Effective moment of inertia

1.7457 in.

Allowable flexural capacity

120.87 kip-in

18.80 in.4

Figure F.6 Strength Calculatlons, Test P/2-R-1
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Figure F.7
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Measured Purlin Dimensions and Calculated
Properties, Test R/2-R-2, Continued
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Measured Purlin Dimensions and Calculated
Properties, Test R/2-R-2
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(a) Purlin #1, North Span

GEOMETRY OF CROSS-SECTION
@

Bottom

1.0400 in.

1.1600 in.

Flange widths

2.7500 in.

3.0000 in.

Radii
Lip to flange
Flange to web

0.3750 in.
0.4380 in.

0.3750 in.
0.4380 in.

Vertical Iip dimensions
Lip angles

59.0000 deg. 60.0000 deg.

Total purlin depth
Purlin thickness

9.9200 in.
0.0750 in.

Material Properties
Material yield stress
Modulus ofelasticity

55.0 ksi
29500.0 ksi
General

Flat width of comfression flange

Gross moment o inertia

1.9117 in.

18.83 in.4

1986 AISI Procedure
Flange is not fully effective

Effective flange width
Effective moment of inertia
Allowable flexural capacity

1.7278 in.
18.39 in.4
117.91 kip—in

Figure F.9 Strength Calculations, Test R/2-R-2, Contfnued
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(b) Purlin #2, North Span
GEOMETRY OF CROSS·SECTlON
@
Bottom
1.0800 in.
1.1200 in.
60.0000 deg. 62.0000 deg.

Vertical Iip dimensions
Lip angles
Flange widths

2.7500 in.

Radii

Lip to flange

0.4380 in.

Flange to web‘

0.3750 in.

Total purlin depth

3.0000 in.

0.4380 in.

0.3750 in.

9.9200 in.

Purlin thickness

0.0740 in.

Material Properties

Material yield stress
Modulus of elasticity

55.0 ksi
29500.0 ksi
General

Flat width of compression flange
Gross moment of inertia

1.9066 in.
18.54 in.4

1986 AISI Procedure
Flange is not fully effective

Effective flange width

1.6859 in.

Allowable flexural capacity

115.55 kip—in

Effective moment of inertia

18.00 in.4

Figure F.10 Strength Calculatlons, Test R/2-R-2, continued
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(c) Purlin #1, South Span
GEOMETRY OF CROSS·SECTlON
[gg
Bgttgm
1.0000 in.
1.0000 in.
66.0000 deg. 65.0000 deg.

Vertical lip dimenslons
Lip angles
Flange widths

2.5000 ln.

3.0000 in.

Fladii
Lip to flange
Flange to web

0.4380 in.
0.3750 in.

0.4380 in.
0.3750 in.

Total purlin depth

9.9380 in.

Purlin thiokness

0.0710 in.

Material Properties

Material yield stress

55.0 ksi

Modulus of elasticity

29500.0 ksi

General
Flat width of comfression flange

Gross moment o inertia

1.7235 in.

17.08 in.4

1986 AISI Procedure
Flange is not fully effective

Effective flange width
Effective moment of inertia

1.6043 in.
16.82 in.4

Allowable flexural capacity

107.33 kip—in

Figure F.11 Strength Calculatlons, Test R/2-R-2, Continued
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(d) Purlin #2, South Span
GEOMETRY OF CROSS-SECTION

Lou
Vertical Iip dimensions
Lip angles

1.0630 in.
1.0630 in.
70.0000 deg. 75.0000 deg.

Flange widths
Radii

Lip to flange

Flange to web

2.8750 in.

2.6250 in.

0.4380 in.

0.4380 in.

0.3750 in.

Total purlin depth
Purlin thickness

9.8750 in.
0.0720 in.

Material Properties
Material yield stress

55.0 ksi

Modulus ofelasticity

29500.0 ksi
General

Flat width of comfression flange

Gross moment o inertia

2.0709 in.

16.97 in.4

1986 AISI Procedure

Flange is not fully effective
Effective flange width

1.8106 in.

Allowable flexural capacity

108.97 kip—in

Effective moment of inertia

Esmom

16.39 in.4

Figure F.12 Strength Calculatlons, Test R/2-R-2

0.3750 in.
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Figure F.12 Measured Purlin Dimensions and
Test P/2-R-2, continued
CalculatedProperties,

E
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195(a)
Purlin #1, North

‘

OF CROSS—SECTION
SpanGEOMETRY

Tt m

IQD
Vertical lip dimensions
Lip angles

1.0630 in.
1.1250 in.
73.0000 deg. 66.0000 deg.

Flange widths

2.6250 in.

3.0000 in.

Lip to flange
Flange to web

0.4380 in.
0.3750 in.

0.4380 in.
0.3750

Radii

purlin depth
9.8750 in.
in.Total

Purlin thickness

0.0720 in.

Material Properties
Material yield stress
Modulus ofelasticlty

55.0 ksi
29500.0 ksi

General
th ofcomfressi
Flatwidmomento
Gross
inertiaon flange 1.8006
17.35 iinn..4
1986AISI Procedure
Flange is not fully effective

Effective flange width

Effective moment ofinertia

1.6673 in.4

Allowable flexural capacity

109.85 klp-in

17.09 in.

Figure F.14 Strength Calculations, Test P/2-R-2, Continued
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(b) Purlin #2, North Span

GEOMETRY OF CROSS-SECTION
·
Vertical Iip dimensions

@

Bgttgm

1.0000 in.

1.0000 in.

2.5000 in.

3.0000 in.

0.4380 in.
0.3750 in.

0.4380 in.
0.3750 in.

68.0000 deg. 67.0000 deg.

Lip angles

Flange widths
Radii
Lip to flange
Flange to web
Total purlin depth

9.9380 in.

0.0720 in.

Purlin thickness

Material Properties

55.0 ksi
29500.0 ksi

Material yield stress
Modulus of elasticity

General
Flat width of comfression flange

Gross moment o inertia

2.2090 in.

17.24 in.4

1986 AISl Procedure
Flange is not fully effective
Effective flange width
Effective moment of inertia

1.8683 in.
16.33 in.4

Allowable flexural capacity

107.65 kip-in

Figure F.15 Strength Calculations, Test P/2-R-2, Continued
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(c) Purlin #1, South Span
GEOMETRY OF CROSS—SECTlON
Qgttgm
[op
1.0630 in.
1.0630 in.
67.0000 deg. 65.0000 deg.

Vertical Iip dimensions
Lip angles
Flange widths

2.5000 in.

3.0000 in.

Radii
Lip to flange

0.4380 in.

0.4380 in.

0.3750 in.

Flange to web

0.3750 in.

9.9380 in.
0.0710 in.

Total purlin depth
Purlin thickness

Material Properties
55.0 ksi
29500.0 ksi

Material yield stress
Modulus of elasticity

General
Flat width of comfression flange
Gross moment o inertia

1.7171 in.
17.21 in.4

1986 AISI Procedure

Flange is not fully effective
Effective flange width
Effective moment of inertia
Allowable flexural capacity

1.5566 in.

16.80 in.4
106.50 klp-in

Figure F.16 Strength Calculations, Test P/2-R-2, Continued
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(d) Purlin #2, South Span

GEOMETRY OF CROSS-SECTION
Bottom
Too
1.1250 in.
1.0800 in.
66.0000 deg. 69.0000 deg.

Vertical lip dimensions
Lip angles

Flange widths

2.6250 in.

3.0000 in.

Fiadii
Lip to flange

0.4375 in.

0.3438 in.

Flange to web

A 0.3750 in.
9.8750 in.
0.0720 in.

Total purlin depth
Purlin thickness

Material Properties
55.0 ksi

Material yield stress

Modulus of elasticity

29500.0 ksi
General

Flat width of compression flange

Gross moment of inertia

2.0127 in.

17.58 in.4

1986 AISI Procedure

Flange is not fully effective

Effective flange width
Effective moment of inertia

1.8266 in.
17.10 in.4

Allowable flexural capacity

109.35 kip-in

Figure F.17 Strength Calculations, Test

0.3750 in.

STRENGTH OF Z-PURLIN SUPPORTED STANDING SEAM

ROOF SYSTEMS UNDER GRAVITY LOADING

bv
Manuel F. Carballo
(ABSTRACT)
The objective of the Standing Seam Roof Systems Research Project at the
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University is to develop a design
procedure for the strength of Z-purlin supported standing seam roof systems
under gravity leading. Various approaches were taken to calculate the strength of
systems with either torsional restraint, third point span restraint, er midspan
restraint.

Since few test results are available for single and three span

continueus, two purlin line systems, the primary focus of this research is
analytica!. Even though the test setup used for these tests does not represent

actual field conditions, the data obtained will be extremely useful in the
development of analytica! models to predict system strength. However, at least
four multiple purlin line tests will be required to verify the accuracy of the design
procedure. The analytica! formulation will include the effects of sliding friction in
the clips and "drape" restraint effects of the standing seam deck.
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